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PRESIDENTIAL

ADDRESS

I Dreamed of Editing
Esther Katz

I

t is a well-known fact that one's dreams are interesting only to the
dreamer and perhaps his or her therapist. Yet, as the Talmud says, "A
dream which is not interpreted is like a letter which is not read."l Dreams,
(not just our own, but those of others) continue to be fodder for all kinds of
analysis and supposition. That was certainly true of Margaret Sanger. Since
the 1915 death of her small daughter, she had a fascination with the spirit and
psychic worlds, and believed strongly in the foretelling quality of certain
dreams. She even kept a "Dreamjournal."2 As an editor, I am naturally fascinated by those dreams and include them in my edition. Some are quite
bizarre. For example, we included the following dream Sanger told
Havelock Ellis about in 1930:
Last night I dreamed of Bernard Shaw-I was lying on his bed
(innocently) with him-his hands very bandaged from broken
wrists & he was pink & fat-very jolly with children (his own)
running aboutLater I dreamed that like a flash of light came a picture of the
Madonna & Child on a wall in front of me-a beautiful painting
filling all the side of the wall in front of me. The queerest thing
was that when the flash came I made the sign of the cross on
my self as the Catholic Children are taught to do-Then at once
I was amazed that I did that-So that I seemed to be in two
states of consciousness at once-It was a nice dream so full of
color & motion. All because I started to dream of Shaw ... .3
I can't begin to speculate on the meaning of a chubby Bernard Shaw, his
wrists broken, sharing a bed with Margaret Sanger. Sometimes her dreams
were more direct. On Sept. 1, 1939, the day the Germans invaded Poland,
Sanger recorded this:
1R. Hisda in B. Talmud, Berakoth, 55a.
2For "Dream Journal" see Margaret Sanger Papers Microfilm Edition, Smith College Collections
[MSM-S] (Baltimore, 1996), Reel 70:509.
3Sanger to Havelock Ellis, May 28, 1930 (MSM-S 5:700-705).
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Last night I dreamed I was dead-I felt dying & life seemed to
have gone-Behind my bed was a great figure with wings &
light radiating over my head. It was a pleasant radiation & I
awoke feeling that Pepper [her deceased dog] was on my bed,
& lap & sleeping peacefully my body was doubled over her
warm body & my head on hers. It was a pleasant experience &
I actually seemed to have died during the night-4
I too have been remembering my dreams of late. But while I rarely have
dreams about Margaret Sanger or the Project (my unconscious apparently
being too busy with my conscious neurosis to spare the time), lately I have
been having the following recurring dream:
I'm at this ADE meeting in Indianapolis and someone asks me about the
presidential address. Suddenly I panic because I had completely forgotten to
write one. So I dash up to my hotel room and frantically try to put some
thoughts down on paper. I wake up.
Sanger was clearly concerned about the future in 1939, as the world
teetered on edge of global conflict and dreamt about escaping into death.
Given the state of today's world, I'm sure I too have anxiety dreams about
the future, and as ADE President, I have surely had dreams about the
Association-but I don't remember them. I remember only this recurring
performance anxiety dream. But if I can't remember what my dreams about
the ADE are, I do know, what I dream for the ADE.
Since the mid-1980s, when I came to my first ADE meetings in
Providence and then in Nashville, not really knowing anyone, I found myself
quickly accepted and befriended by a group of smart, dedicated professionals who not only were experts in their scholarly fields, but were actually
interested in issues of transcription and annotation. This was a marked difference from my experience at the larger, more impersonal, and gatherings
of tense, posturing graduate students and not-tenured junior faculty I was
used to at the OAH and AHA. The ADE provided a safe haven and a forum
for those of us who were new to editing, who could have their questions
answered, share their expertise, learn new approaches.
The structure of the organization tended to be somewhat of a mystery
when I first arrived. It seemed a bit elitist to my little rabble-rousing feminist
soul, but then I made a discovery that was at the same time both encouraging and troubling. Almost as soon as I voiced an opinion, I was handed a
task and a committee. Here, I concluded, was a group of people who truly
4Sanger, "Dream Journal," MSP, MN-SSC (MSM S70:511-12).
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knew how to exploit new members. If the ADE is not a perfect organization,
it has certainly met most of the needs of our community for over 25 years
now.
But in the last two decades editors have been inhabiting a rapidly changing world with a host of new challenges. We all know the litany-funding has
grown permanently tighter, the academy has grown even more removed
from the rest of our culture, and the editing community itself began to
change as there are fewer of us who are established full-time faculty and parttime editors. Rather more of us are full-time editors with part-time teaching
positions or non-faculty professionals. Indeed, fewer and fewer editors have
the financial security and cachet of tenure. At the same time, editors were
being thrust into a lion pit competing for funders' red meat with what the
NHPRC defined as our archival counterparts. In an effort to fight for our
share, we were forced to try to distinguish ourselves from archivists, librarians, museum curators, groups with whom we have no quarrel except we
want their funds. More and more often we were being asked to defend our
profession and justify our editions. In addition, as we have all heard with
deadening repetition, new technology has been emerging and editors have
had to scramble to keep up. My editing students roar with laughter when I
tell them I can still remember the days when editors were using Wang computers. Yet we did keep up and we did modernize and we did hang on and
we're still here. But more and more of us are out of breath.
As we moved into the twenty-first century, the challenges accelerated and
expanded, and as an organization we need to face the new realities of this
changing world. Currently, the ADE mission is: "to provide a scholarly community for people interested in editing historical and literary texts and to
promote the use of these records by students, teachers, and scholars." I think
we do very well at providing the "means of cooperation and exchange of
information" among editors. We do less well, however, at "promoting
broader understanding of the principles and values underlying the practice
of documentary editing."') To effectively meet the challenges of the 21st century, I believe the Association is going to have to change. We're going to
have to accept certain new essentials.
First, we are no longer a small, intimate group who are all in the same
boat. We are a more heterogeneous community and we face long-term, more
complicated problems. To handle these, we must have more year-to-year
5 ADE "Constitution ." http://etext.lib.virginia.edu/ ade/ aboutlconstitution .html
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continuity. We need a permanent ADE office, with an organizational
address, phone number and e-mail. And we need someone permanent to
staff the office and essentially administer the organization, as well as field
phone calls and e-mail, and handle a range of other administrative tasks.
And this cannot be a volunteer position, as our Secretary is now. We need a
paid executive secretary or some other kind of paid administrator.
We might also consider changing our administrative structure. I propose
that the office of president become a two or, better yet, a three-year term.
(and note that I propose this at the end, rather than the beginning of my
term). This will give the president time not only to initiate projects, but see
them through to completion. For example, if the ADE decides to submit a
proposal to the NEH for a project, the president can work on it from proposal to implementation. I know this will mean sacrifice in terms of time, but
I believe it is necessary. An additional bonus is that we won't run out of
potential candidates for president before we bring in new members.
Third, we need to organize and implement a public relations plan to
make people more aware of who we are, what we do, how important our
projects are, so we don't have to keep proving our worth at every funding crisis. Back in 1996, Rich Leffler reminded us in his excellent Presidential
Address that we are the Association for Documentary editing not editors, that
we are scholars as much as we are editors, and through our work we can
shape the course of historical scholarship.6 Two years ago NEH head Bruce
Cole stroked our egos by calling our editions "intellectual monuments" and
editors the "gatekeepers and standard bearers."7 Yet we still face the same
perception problem, that Michael Stevens pointed out back in his 1998
paper when he quoted Karen Winkler declaring in the Chronicle of Higher
Education "documentary editing doesn't quite have the cachet of traditional
research. "8
The perpetuation of this notion was addressed more recently in a July
2004 lecture by historian Pauline Maier. She noted the publication of a wave
of Founding-Era volumes that "make available to readers more documents
6Richard Leffler, "Documentary Editing: Some Essentials," Documentary Editing 18: 1
(March 1996), 2.
7Bruce Cole, "Scholarly Editions and the National Endowment for the Humanities,"
Documentary Editing 24:4 (Dec. 2002), 90.
8KarenJ. Winkler, "A Historian's Sweeping Projects Seek to Change our Understanding
ofSlavery,"Chronic!e ofHigher Education, Aug. 14, 1998, p. A13; quoted in Michael Stevens,
"'The Most Important Work': Reflections on Twenty Years of Change in Documentary
Editing." Documentary Editing 20:4 (Dec. 1998),81.
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than any scholar of an earlier generation was likely to read." And "more documents," she reminded the audience, "generally mean new understandings,
and more documents that are easier to use gild the lily." But she was struck
by the seeming abandonment by younger historians of the history of the
American Revolution at precisely the moment that these volumes were
being published. Maier talked about a "disjunction" between the scholarly
interests of these younger historians and the general reading public. Older
historians, or historians writing for general audiences are using our editions
-she uses McCullough and Ellis as examples-and, happily for us, she concluded that these new volumes are "richly repaying the public for those tax
dollars the NEH used in subsidizing their publication." And though by definition our editions will rarely be cutting edge, Maier, a self-described older
historian working on a history of the Ratification that relies heavily on both
the George Washington Papers and the Documentary History of the Ratification of
the Constitution, found she was "finding a lot of evidence that runs against
established truths."9
Clearly editions remain critically important to scholarship, but the ADE
has not sufficiently exploited this. The ADE needs to playa more aggressive
role in helping to re-establish documentary editors in the public mind as
scholars. An organization has to define itself and its own image. Historian
Kitty Sklar reminds that "historians do a relatively poor job of explaining
their work process to others."l0 Nevertheless, both the nature of our work
and its values have to be given a better, more widespread public face. We
need a more coherent mission statement, one that is both more expansive
and more detailed, and we need to get it out. Our new web site is a start, but
we have to stay focused on this. We need to expand the Association's public
presence, on line, in print, anywhere and everywhere we can. We need to
enhance our media presence, increase our press contacts, issue regular press
releases, perhaps have a media contact person, and create a vehicle for making certain ADE members speak with one voice. We also need to make sure
that our individual and project achievements are well-covered by our host
institutions, communities, and scholarly organizations. We must take the
time to blow our own horns and, in the process, promote the value and practice of editing.
9pauline Maier, "How the History of the American Revolution Has Changed,"
Humanities (.July/August, 2004).
lOKathryn Kish Sklar, "Teaching Students to Become Producers of New Historical
Knowledge on the Web," Humanities (.July/August 2004).
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We ought to take a far more aggressive role in defining and publicizing
our best practice policies for selection, transcription, and annotation. We've
done a lot already. Books like Kline's Guide to Documentary Editing and the
Stevens & Berg Handbook, and our own online Electronic Standards, are
notable achievements, but we need to do more. The ADE promotes a range
of disciplinary and theoretical approaches to serve the needs of editors, but
we need to do a better job of letting the scholarly community know that
those best practices also serve their needs.
We also need to cultivate closer relationships, integrate ourselves more
tightly into the major scholarly groups like the OAH, AHA, MLA, ASA, etc.
We should become formally affiliated with them, and press harder on getting
these associations to review and publicize our editions, and the work of our
members. We need to engage these groups into encouraging more people to
produce editions and to help formulate the subjects for new editions. We also
need to find ways to pressure more universities into crediting editions as
scholarly research, and qualify them as dissertations and tenure and promotion vehicles. In other words, the ADE has -to become a more effective advocate for more than just funding. We need to focus on the incorporation of our
goals into those major scholarly organizations.
The ADE has already begun to focus on the implications of electronic
technology on editions, but we need to do more. Our experience as editors
who have perfected the art of presenting manuscript material in scholarly
published form can form the basis for a wider movement to make available
electronically the primary sources of American history. But we also need to
address the impact of on-line documents on traditional editions. How will
traditional editions fit into this new world? Will our transcription policies
change if the public can so easily examine originals? Will the extent and
nature of our annotation have to change? It would be foolish not to re-think
the place of printed volumes of edited, transcribed documents when a digital edition can be searched for a particular term or concept, or if we can produce readable image editions, and with various levels of creativity even
make them searchable. How can we re-conceptualize our traditional print
editions to enable them to enhance digital editions, not be replaced by them?
The ADE needs to pick its organizational head out of the sand and examine
these questions, before another group or funding agency does it for us. We
need to use the ADE to re-situate our editions in both print and electronic
environments.
We also need to collectively create a set of organizational goals for elec-
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tronic editions. It is necessary to provide more systematic technical help and
advice to our members, but at the same time we should avoid forcing editors
to become "tech heads" or "web wonks." I have never supported the idea of
editors taking on the role of typesetter and I don't support becoming our
own electronic experts. We need to think about some form of institutional
structure that will support and assist those editors actively involved in the
digitization of scholarly editions (as opposed to electronic records), as well as
community-wide standards for the creation, dissemination, and long term
preservation of electronic scholarly editions. We can learn from those individuals, groups or projects already produCing electronic editions and help
those that want to. Perhaps we are looking at a Center sometime in the
future, perhaps not, but we need to talk about what we editors need and
want, before someone or something else tells us what we're going to have.
We also should expand our role in vetting on-line documents, acting as gatekeepers for digitized primary source material. We've roamed around the
edges of all these issues, but we haven't really faced them head on, or developed an articulated organizational policy.
We seem always to be reacting to changes in the strategic or policy
changes of our federal funding agencies. But this practice of "ad hoc" advocacy, where we explode with sporadic spurts of activity, is not in our best
interests. We've gone some way in addressing this by joining the National
Coalition for History and the National Humanities Alliance, but we need to
articulate our own long-term goals in terms specific to the needs of editors. I
think we need to create our own five-year plan, so we know where we want
to go. We can then formulate a response to the policy changes of our funders
or supporters that are less reactive, and more reflective of our long-range
best interests.
Dr. Seuss in The Lorax reminded us: "Unless someone like you cares a
whole, awful lot / Things aren't going to get better, they're NOT!"l1 Many
of the goals and suggestions I just outlined are not new-I've been hearing
them at ADE meetings for several years. And we are, after all, a relatively
small association with limited resources. So we must rely on the commitment
of our members. In 2002, past president Beth Luey reminded us that though
"none of us have time ... all of us still have to contribute." 12 We need to come
to grips with the fact that we are a volunteer organization. We must do this
not just by contributing time to our committees (although that's critical), but
11 Dr. Seuss, The Lorax (New York, 1971).
12 Beth Luey, "Service with a Smile," Documentary Editing 24:4 (Dec. 2002), 104.
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also by writing reviews of other editions for Documentary Editing and other
journals, and generally doing anything necessary to keep our editions in the
center of scholarly endeavors. Our organization will not survive if members
pay their dues, enjoy the meeting, but do nothing else. The burden has to be
shared by all of us. As I said yesterday, you project directors can spread the
joy by encouraging your staff to participate in the ADE and attend these
meetings. We need to cultivate new members willing to give up some time
to the organizations. We should make sure the charges we give each committee are do-able and equitable, that each member pulls his or her weight.
In other words, our committees and Council have to be staffed by members
willing to give time they don't have.
My goal tonight is not to take on the role of Association scold or chief
whiner (though I am quite adept at both), but rather because I believe this
can all be done. Marcel Proust said in Remembrance of Things Past: "If a little
dreaming is dangerous, the cure for it is not to dream less but to dream more,
to dream all the time."13 I dream we can make all this and more happen. I
dream we can insure a long life for our profession and this organization. But
to do that, I suggest we also consider this Yiddish proverb:

"If you want your dreams to come true, don't over sleep." 14

13Marcel Proust, Remembrance of Things Past, Part 2, In a Budding Grove, "Seascape." (1919,
English translation by JoeJohnson, New York, 2002).
14Rodney Huddleston and Geoffrey K. Pullman, The Cambridge Grammar of the English
Language (Cambridge, UK; New York: Cambridge University Press, 2002).
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ARTICLE

The Editor as Biographer
Indianapolis, Indiana, 12-14 November 2004
John P. Kaminski
I. Writing Biography in the Documentary Edition

lC' ditors are really biographers of sorts almost all the time when editing
~ the papers of their subjects. All meaningful characters who appear

in documentary editions are usually identified in footnotes and headnotes,
biographical directories, introductions, and sometimes even in indexes. No
one knows the subject-the person being studied-as well as the documentary
editor. Day in and day out editors pore over their documents intently,
attempting to make sense of the interrelationships among all the historical
participants. As part of their responsibility, editors explain the intricacies and
uncertainties in these relationships.
Editors also serve as surrogate biographers by letting their subjects tell their
own stories. No matter how great a biographer Dumas Malone is of
Jefferson, or James T. Flexner is of Washington, or Arthur Link is of
Woodrow Wilson, they all pale in comparison to Thomas Jefferson as the
autobiographer of Thomas Jefferson, George Washington of George
Washington, or Woodrow Wilson of Woodrow Wilson. Editors of institutions
like the Continental and Confederation congresses (Paul H. Smith's Letters of
the Delegates to Congress), and the First Federal Congress (Charlene Bangs
Bickford and Kenneth R. Bowling's Documentary History of the First Federal
Congress) let their subjects become collective biographers or better yet, collective autobiographers.
The traditional biographer can fail-can misinterpret-can misconstrue,
and most importantly, the biographer never has the complete story. But that
is never the case with the historical figures themselves telling their own stories. With them, they usually have an overabundance of information. This
does not mean to say that historical figures never err in telling their own stories, especially when they reconstruct long past events from memory.
ThomasJefferson believed that private correspondence was the best historical evidence because, being "the less guarded in these, because not meant
for the public eye, not restrained by the respect due to that; but poured forth
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from the overflowings of the heart into the bosom of a friend, as a momentary
easement of our feelings. In this way," private correspondence, "sometimes
with warmth, often with prejudice, but always, as we believed, adhering to
truth," told their side of the story.l
jefferson felt that "The letters I have written while in public office are in
fact memorials of the transactions with which I have been associated, and
may at a future day furnish something to the historian."2 As an old man of
80,jefferson looked back on his life and was not terribly upset that he had
not written either a full-length autobiography or a comprehensive narrative
of his times. He felt that his "letters (all preserved) will furnish the daily
occurrences and views from my return from Europe in 1790, till I retired
from office. These will command more conviction than anything I could
have written after my retirement; no day having ever passed during that
period without a letter to somebody, written too in the moment, and in the
warmth and freshness of fact and feeling they will carry internal evidence that
what they breathe is genuine. Selections from these after my death, may
come out successively as the maturity of circumstances may render their
appearance seasonable."3
As valuable as these first-hand accounts are, they naturally are almost
always biased because they are written by interested participants who often
played partisan roles in the events they narrate. Therefore other methods of
writing biographies must be used as well.

II. Beyond the Edition:
Other Ways the Editor Becomes a Biographer
The book-length biography and the biographical essay are the traditional
methods of writing biography. Sometimes these studies examine the entire
life of the subject; sometimes only a portion. Documentary editors have written excellent biographies of their documentary subjects-Bob Rutland on
james Madison; Ernie Cooke on Alexander Hamilton; Chuck Hobson on
Madison and john Marshall; Arthur Link on Woodrow Wilson; Charlene
Bickford, Ken Bowling, and Helen Veit on the First Federal Congress, and so
on. Sometimes the sequence is reversed when the biographer subsequently
becomes the editor. Scholars such as Louis Harlan on Booker T. Washington,
ITo John Adams, Monticello, 27 June 1813, in Lester J. Cappon, ed., The AdamsJefferson
Letters: The Complete Correspondence Between Thomas jefferson and Abigail and john Adams
(Chapel Hill, NC, 1959),336. Italics added.
~To William Short, Monticello, 5 May 1816,Jefferson Papers, Library of Congress.
3To William Johnson, Monticello, 4 March 1823,Jefferson Papers, Library of Congress.
Italics added.
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Merrill Peterson onJames Madison, Candace Falk on Emma Goldman, and
Denton Watson on Clarence Mitchell have made such a transition.
Repeatedly, documentary editors are asked to write biographical entries
for encyclopedias. Who better to write a brief biographical essay? Some editors have even edited or written their own encyclopedias for their subjects.
Bob Rutland edited an encyclopedia onJames Madison, and Frank Grizzard
did a fantastic job of writing a one-volume encyclopedia on George
Washington.
Editors can make oral presentations on their subject. Service clubs, social
and dinner groups, retirement centers, church groups, and so on, are always
looking for interesting speakers. People enjoy biographical presentations.
Presentations of the same basic subject but of varying lengths can be given.
I have given presentations on George Washington ranging from ten minutes
to three hours, or on James Madison from thirty minutes to week-end
retreats for high school teachers and even for justices of state supreme courts.
The subject can take on different permutations-John Adams in Europe,John
Adams on Religion,John Adams's Conflict with Alexander Hamilton, and
so on. When enough of these variations are prepared they can be strung
together in print as a biographical study.
A variety of public and commercial radio shows (especially in university
communities) welcome biographical presentations. Rich Leffler and I have
done eight such presentations together as a team for "University of the Air,"
a weekly program on public radio in Madison, Wisconsin. I have done ten
other presentations alone. All eighteen presentations were biographical.
They are quick to do, they reach a different and sometimes broad audience,
they don't need all the elaborate editorial apparatus required in an academically published paper, and they have a long life because the shows are usually taped and re-broadcast. The tapes also have a life of their own because
they can be purchased by the general public and for classroom use.
Quotation books are in their own way biographies. They often serve as a
precursor to a more formal biography. There is no better way to become
familiar with your subject than to glean choice quotations out of the mass of
that person's writings. Documentary editors are well placed to search the
subject's writings and to choose appropriate quotations to illustrate a wide
variety of topics. David Mattern has compiled an excellent quotation book
onJames Madison. I have done three such books on Jefferson and one on
Thomas Paine. Not only are these quotation books a type of biography, but
they serve as valuable research tools for scholars (including biographers) and
non-scholars interested in the person under study.
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III. Advice to Editors Who Would Be Biographers:
Ten Hints
-Abandon the Editorial Style
My philosophy of editing (probably similar to most of yours) is that editors ought to eschew interpretation and should provide only enough annotation to make their documents understandable. As editors, we should not
tell all we know about a particular topic; only what the reader needs to know
to understand the document. The biographer's perspective is totally different. Biographers hypothesize, make generalizations, speculate, fill the space
left by missing documents with their best, well-thought-out guesses. Good
biographers capture some larger historical themes and illustrate these with
interesting vignettes that reveal the character and the foibles of their subject.
So take off the editor's hat and put on the biographer's chapeau.
-Read Other Biographies
Read biographies in your field, your time period, and particularly on
your subject. Pulitzer Prize recipient Ted Kooser, the poet laureate of the
United States, advises young poets to read poetry. He encourages his students to read twenty poems for everyone they try to write. 4 Learning by
example can be effective. We don't always have to know the rules; we can
see how the game is played-how others succeed or fail. It's valuable to read
good works and bad as long as we can tell the difference. We can learn from
both.
-Follow the Documents; Write from the Documents
The good biographer adheres to the documents as a guide or road map.
This does not mean stringing a series of quotations together or summarizing
one document after another in your biography; rather it means that you
mine the documents, faithfully assaying the precious nuggets found in your
documentary ore. It means having the documents before you when you
write so that everything in the documents can be considered-so that fine
nuances will not be overlooked because they are out of sight at the time of
writing.
When I wrote my biography of George Clinton, the first governor of New
York, I embraced the documents. The pertinent volume of the ten published
volumes of Clinton's public papers was always examined whenever writing
on any topic. In fact, I photocopied hundreds of pages from these published
public papers so that I could annotate the photocopies and interfile these
4Interview on "The Nightly News," re-broadcast on 8 April 2005.
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pages chronologically with photocopied manuscripts. When I did research
throughout the country, I never took notes from the relevant documents I
found. That would have slowed down the research. Instead, I photocopied
all the relevant documents found and brought the photocopies home. When
it came time to write, I arranged all of the photocopied documents chronologically and read them. In the margins, I annotated each paragraph indicating the topic it addressed. When writing on a particular subject, all the
documents with relevant material were pulled together and followed closely
as I wrote the section. When finished writing on that topic, I drew a red line
through the paragraph used and then re-filed the documents to be examined
for the next topic.
The importance of having the entire photocopied document instead of
selected notes taken while researching in the field soon became apparent.
Repeatedly I found that topics I had not thought about during the research
process became important when I was writing. For instance, I had not
planned to write on the severe illness of Clinton's daughter Maria in
Washington City in 1806-7 when her father was serving as vice president
under Thomas Jefferson. But it was that illness that forced Clinton and his
partially-recovered daughter to return to New York aboard a U.S. revenue
cutter rather than their usual overland travel by carriage. While on the voyage, a British man-of-war fired upon the vice president's ship. When
President Jefferson heard of the incident, he was incensed and wanted
Clinton to report fully to him. Sensing the ramifications, Clinton never made
the report. It would have been difficult for the president to avoid a war message to Congress given the provocation. Knowing the country's ill-preparedness (especially New York's), Clinton discreetly failed to make a formal
report, the incident aroused little public attention, and the president soon
realized that it would be unwise to go to war. Having all the documents on
Maria's illness allowed me to describe the full story in two short paragraphs
that probably never would have been written had I relied exclusively on
notes taken on preconceived topics while doing research.
·Start Out Strong
Beginnings are important. They form first impressions. They might
determine whether your biography is published or not, is purchased or not,
is read or not. Start out strongly in the introduction, in the first chapter, and
even in each paragraph. Look at Thomas Paine's writings. Every paragraph
of this great writer's work has a topic sentence that blasts forth, making it virtually impossible not to read the rest of the paragraph. Obviously there are
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few writers as gifted as Paine. But follow the example of great writers as best
you can and pay particular attention to your "beginnings." Go over them
repeatedly to improve them. I wrote and re-wrote the key paragraph in the
introduction to my book on Thomas Paine. I hope it will interest, intrigue,
and entice the reader.
Paine was a paradox. He turned a life of abysmal failure into
phenomenal success, only to die pathetically lonely and neglected. He was a tolerant man of good will who lived every day
as a rabid partisan. A pensive philosopher, he was ever the
zealot driven to action. A gentle man of peace, he regularly
wrote sedition and inspired men to take up arms in the cause
of liberty. He came to be a symbol of rebellion and civil unrest,
yet he was an ardent opponent of insurrection and was a
staunch advocate of law and order. He refused to profit financially from his God-given talents as a writer, yet he felt
betrayed when his country refused to reward him financially
for his "selfless" services. A deeply religious man, he was condemned as an atheist and blasphemer. He advocated harmony
but lived a dissolute and disheveled life. He fervently sought
the peace, stability, and enjoyment of a quiet life, but was continually immersed in scandal, conflict, and the vicissitudes of
war. Though an eternal optimist, he was also a skeptic. He
made friends easily, but lost them with even greater facility. A
fervent spokesman for limited government, he was a sincere
proponent of social welfare programs for the poor, the infirm,
and the aged. Paine was a citizen of three countries, yet truly a
man without a country-although to his own way of thinking,
he was a citizen of the world. 5
·Use Subheadings as Transitions
Transitions are important in any kind of writing. If you cannot write
smooth, graceful transitions, use subheadings instead. In fact, subheadings
are often advantageous in that they clearly show breaks, they tell the reader
what topic follows, and they allow somewhat discrete topics to be grouped
together in a chapter yet still maintain a degree of separateness. My George
Clinton biography has six chapters that all have multiple subchapters. Fortythree subchapters in all, unconnected by transitions, are introduced by
consecutively numbered subheadings. This unusual technique of consecu5John P. Kaminski, camp. and ed., Citizen Paine: Thomas Paine's Thoughts on Man,
Government, SOCiety, and Religion (Lanham, MD, 2002), 2.
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tively-numbering the subchapters tends to soften the chapter breaks by making the statement that the book-and Clinton's life-is divided into forty-three
sections.
-Have Empathy
A good editor, a good biographer, a good historian-a good human being
for that matter-must have empathy. Twenty years ago the Adams Papers
sought to hire a new editor-in-chief. I thought about applying for the job, but
decided against it largely because at that time I felt no empathy for John
Adams. That's no longer true. I've gotten to know John Adams better-I also
know more about the times in which he lived-and I have great empathy for
him. I also have come to have great empathy for Abigail.
What exactly is empathy? Well, when doing research several years ago
on "The Founding Fathers on the Founding Fathers"6 I searched the twentyfive volumes of Paul Smith's Letters of the Delegates to Congress. To make things
a little different, I decided to search the volumes backwards-from Volume
25 to Volume 1. Each individual volume, however, was read normally from
page one to the end. In one volume I saw that a delegate to Congress died
rather unpleasantly after being inoculated for smallpox. When reading the
previous volume, I came across a letter in which the delegate contemplated
getting inoculated. I tried to warn him; I pleaded with him, "Don't get inoculated!" Unfortunately, my message didn't get through and the delegate took
the inoculation and, sure enough, died. That is empathy. Being one with
your subject. Understanding your subject-the dilemmas they faced. It does
not mean that you blindly accept everything your subject says or discount
everything your subject's enemies say. Rather, you try to understand why
they said what they said and why they did what they did.
-Create a Commonplace Book
Jefferson, at the age of 57, said that he had "read a good deal ... & commonplaced what I read. This common-place has been my pillar."7 A commonplace book serves the editor well as an informal index-one that grows
incrementally-not necessarily steadily like a rolling snowball or a ball of
yarn. Rather a commonplace book grows like a paper mache doll. Each
entry in the commonplace book is like a strip of moistened paper being
applied to the head, the torso, the arms and the legs. At first you have single
6"The Founding Fathers on the Founding Fathers" is a project of mine compiling quotations from primary sources in which contemporaries describe the character, mannerisms
all,d physical and intellectual qualities of the Founding generation.
ITo George Wythe, Philadelphia, 28 February 1800, Jefferson Papers, Library of
Congress.
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entries for a variety of topics. Then a second and a third entry is added for
this topic and that. Each entry approaches the topic differently-some dramatically different; others with minimal changes in nuance. Soon your three,
four or five entries can be woven into an interesting paragraph or series of
paragraphs on a particular subject. Although each entry has interest, the
entries taken together provide more impact, more continuity, more subtlety,
and simply a better picture of the person and the issue. In my Jefferson quotation book (which can be construed as a commonplace book with Jefferson
as the topiC), I have pieced together six quotations on Cuba-two written late
in Jefferson's administration, two early in Madison's administration, and two
in Monroe's administration. Each statement is unique and worthwhile, but
the six together give us far more-a picture of Jefferson's evolving attitudes
on Cubans, on American "manifest destiny," on the American navy, on
Spain, and on Great Britain.
What a wonderful way to learn about an individual. Build a biographyone entry at a time. The documents, in essence, tell the story. You-the editor-the biographer-merely weave them together into patterns of thinking
and acting that provide new insights. This is what Joel Barlow described
when he said of Thomas Paine, that his "own writings are his best life."8 If
you want to know who Tom Paine was, go to my Citizen Paine book and
you'll get a pretty good picture of Paine-partly from the introduction, which
mines Paine's works, but primarily from the hundreds of quotations on
almost 500 different topics. Words capture the ideas of Tom Paine and what
he was all about. The essence of Tom Paine is found in his own words .
•U se Vignettes
If a picture is worth a thousand words, so is a vignette. Stories told by
contemporaries can give the flavor of the times and a sense of person. We
can picture the personal physical strength of George Washington after reading Charles Willson Peale's account of his visit to Mount Vernon in 1774.
Peale and other young men were demonstrating their prowess by tossing the
bar, an early form of shot putting. When Colonel Washington appeared and
the heavy iron weight was put into his hand, Peale said that the earth lost all
its gravitational pull. Without taking off his coat, Washington effortlessly
threw the bar far, very far, much farther than anyone else. As he walked
away, Washington casually said that he would try a little harder when anyone approached his distance. 9
8Quoted in Kaminski, Citizen Paine, 1.
9Quoted in John P. Kaminski, George Washington: "The Man of the Age" (Madison, Wis.,
2004),15-16.
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-Use Quotations
Quotations provide borrowed eloquence. Good quotations can have a
magical quality. They can and should express emotion. They can give
insights unavailable in other ways. They can make us feel the times, the
mood, and the setting. When, during the French and Indian War,
Washington says that he heard the "bullets whistle" and that he "found something charming in the sound," it gives us a real sense of the danger that he
was exposed to as well as his courage and sense of invulnerability. 10 We get
a clear sense of John Adams's irascibility when Jefferson writes that: "He
hates Franklin, he hates Jay, he hates the French, he hates the English. To
whom will he adhere? His vanity is a lineament in his character which had
entirely escaped me. His want of taste I had observed. Notwithstanding all
this he has a sound head on substantial points, and I think he has integrity. I
am glad therefore that he is of the [peace] commission & expect he will be
useful in it. His dislike of all parties, and all men, by balancing his prejudices,
may give the same fair play to his reason as would a general benevolence of
temper. At any rate honesty may be extracted even from poisonous
weeds."ll President Washington's last sentence in responding to the U.S.
Senate's response to his inaugural address gives a real sense of what the
entire Founding generation was all about. "I readily engage with you in the
arduous but pleasing task, of attempting to make a nation happy."12 You can
feel the ardor in Jefferson's letter to Maria Cosway as he prepared to leave
Europe to return his daughters to America. "When wafting on the bosom of
the ocean I shall pray it to be as calm and smooth as yours to me."13 Now,
doesn't that arouse feelings?
-Have a Sounding Board and an Editor
Editing is usually a collaborative venture; writing biography is not-most
often it is a very solitary experience. Having a sounding board with whom
you can discuss interpretations and ideas during the writing stage is
extremely beneficial. Having a good editor is also essential. I don't mean a
IOIbid., 14.
llThomas Jefferson to James Madison, Baltimore, 14 February 1783, William T.
Hutchinson and William M. E. Rachal, eds., The Papers ofJames Madison (Chicago, 1969),
VI,235-36.
12George Washington to the United States Senate, New York, 18 May 1789, Dorothy
Twohig, ed., The Papers of George Washington: Presidential Series (Charlottesville, VA, 1987),
II,324.
13Thomas Jefferson to Maria Cosway, Paris, 21 May 1789, John P. Kaminski, ed.,
Jeffirson in Love: The Love Letters Between Thomas Jeffirson & Maria Cosway (Madison, WI,
1999), 121.
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publisher's copy editor, although that person can certainly be invaluable. It
is important to have an editor to critique your work before it is submitted to
the publisher-an editor who knows the history and knows how to improve
your writing. Everyone's writing can be improved with the right editor, for,
asJohnJay wrote: "Authors, like parents, are not among the first to discover
imperfections in their offspring."14
If editors can break away from the invisible constraints that bind themconstraints required to be a good editor-they will find that writing biography can be a liberating intellectual experience.

14JohnJay to Richard Peters, Bedford, NY, 29 March 1811, Henry P.Johnston, ed., The

Correspondence and Public Papers ofjohn jay (4 vols., New York, 1891), IV, 354.
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ARTICLE

A Unique Perspective:
Documentary Editors
and Biography
Indianapolis, Indiana 12-14 November 2004
David B. Mattern

(j)

ocumentary editors are attracted to and often bemused and irritated by biography (and biographers). They have a unique perspective on this genre that I'm going to explore through the prism of my own
experience as a biographer and a documentary editor. I've been an editor for
nearly twenty years and in that time have written or collaborated on four
biographical projects-a biography of Revolutionary War general Benjamin
Lincoln, a selected letters edition of Dolley Payne Madison, and two children's biographies of Dolley and James Madison.
The Lincoln biography was my dissertation and grew directly out of my
work at the Papers of Robert Morris. I was surprised that a person who figured so largely in that edition hadn't been written about more. So after
exploring the sources (principally, 13 reels of microfilm containing the
Lincoln Papers), I decided to give biography a try. (This despite the response
of one prominent scholar who, when I wrote to him about my plans, wrote
back that perhaps there was a very good reason why no one had written a
Lincoln biography.)
When I presented my dissertation prospectus to my advisor, Bob
McCaughey, who had written a biography for his dissertation, he gave me
some hard-won advice. He told me I would run into people who would insist
that a good biography was nearly impossible to write, that the theoretical
underpinnings of biography as a genre were in turmoil, that the mere accretion of detail about the subject (something that doctoral students do very
well) would make a terrible biography, while, on the other hand, wild speculation about the subject would make it farcical. In short, his advice was, to
borrow a phrase from Nike: 'Just Do It." Don't listen to the nay-sayers and
don't think too much about what you're doing. A biography is a story with
a beginning, a middle, and an end-there is no more to it than that. I've
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adhered religiously to his advice over the years-until I sat down to write this
talk.
That's not to say that I gave no thought as to how a particular project
should be shaped. I spent hours talking with my co-editor Holly Shulman
about how we should approach our Dolley Madison letters book-what we
hoped to achieve and how that would be reflected in its structure. And when
I undertook a children's biography of James Madison, that required an
entirely different set of assumptions, as well as following strict rules governing vocabulary and topic choices.
But it was enough to carry out these projects by telling the story as
clearly, artfully, and with as much explanatory power as I could muster.
Thinking about biography as a genre and its place in the cliosophian heavens was not on my agenda.
But on reflection, I think documentary editors do have a unique perspective on biography. I think training as an editor makes us better readers
and writers of biographies, even as it poses some particular problems for us.
So here are a few random thoughts on the special relationship between editors and biographers .
•Every biography falls short.
It is somewhat of a standing joke at the Madison Papers that there is no
such thing as a good biography. The simple reason is that there is always
something we want to know that biographies don't tell us. How many times
have you looked for the youngest daughter of six children only to find her
unnamed? Or the birth and death dates of the president's errant brother? Or
the unnamed clerk toiling in the bowels of the Treasury Department? The
biographer doesn't know, or if he does, he doesn't have room to tell us. It's
not critical for his story. For us it's crucial; for him, it's just clutter.
Some months after my Lincoln biography came out, an editor at the
Washington Papers asked me if I had any information about one of Lincoln's
aides who had served at Saratoga. To my shame (as an editor), I didn't. As a
biographer, though, it just hadn't been important to know much about that
man. My focus had been elsewhere.
Unlike the documentary editor, the biographer has to shape his story out
of the universe of available and relevant detail, not by piling up facts or
retelling every anecdote, but by chOOSing the "telling" detail, the bit of information that illuminates the point he is trying to make. Hence the endless
search for unseen sources, facts and details previously ignored or unknown,
that bring to light facets of character or career never before noted or
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described in just that way. Hence, also, the effort to construct a narrative that
will pull the reader through the information in a logical, yet compelling, way.
Editors make choices too-in a selected edition they choose what documents to print, what to discard, and what to calendar. In a comprehensive
edition they choose what to annotate and how much. But editors are tied to
each document in ways that biographers are not. This can be a disadvantage
to biographers, as we'll see, but more often it allows them to sustain an argument or a narrative without the distraction of endless digressions .
•Every documentary editor brings high expectations to biographies.
Biographies are often disappointing. Editors know the documentary
record so well, in many cases better than the biographer, that they are difficult to please. Moreover, editors are inveterate footnote and bibliography
readers. They are so in tune with their sources that they can often sniff out a
twisted quotation or how an author has mangled the context of a particular
citation. If a biography is well-written and gets its subject right, it often lacks
detail. Worse yet, the text and notes are often filled with mistakes and the
overall impression is one of sloppiness. Here's a case in point:
Recently, the Madison Papers staff had been anticipating the release of a
biography of a second rank figure of the Early Republic who played a not
inconsiderable role in the foreign policy of the Jefferson administration. We
were hoping for a book that we could cite in our annotations-a source that
reflected the skill of a scholar who had worked through the documents and
had filled some of the lacunae, perhaps by using primary materials that we
weren't aware of. No such luck. Not only did the biographer not solve any
mysteries, he barely got anything right. A silly, but telling, mistake was his
identifying the U.S. consul Isaac Cox Barnet as Isaac Coe Barrett. Instead of
a thickly textured discussion of his subject's role in the administration, there
was the barest outline of events with rather outsized claims for his subject's
effectiveness. What added insult to injury was that the biographer complained of a paucity of primary sources while ignoring almost completely the
correspondence his subject exchanged with Madison that was printed in our
volumes.
These kinds of biographies are discouraging in any number of ways, but
particularly because documentary editions are one of the prime sources for
biographers of all stripes. Even so-called political editions, devoted to the
papers of one man or woman, are replete with details about the social life of
the times-financial, agricultural, maritime, etiquette, literary, and emotional
details-that are grist for the biographer's mill. Popular writers have been
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quick to take advantage of our publications-one thinks quickly of David
McCullough's terrific use of the Adams Papers in his biography of John
Adams. Academic writers have been less interested or aware, despite an avalanche of publicity aimed their way. The best academic biographersEdmund Morgan on Benjamin Franklin and Joseph Ellis in his character
studies of Jefferson and Washington-are obvious exceptions. Still, too many
historians, political scientists, and others who should know better, remain
wedded to older editions, secondary sources, and now, the Internet, with
results that are, by documentary editing standards, at best shoddy and at
worst scandalous. Even when scholars use our volumes, they do so selectively, often ignoring evidence that complicates or negates the argument
they are trying to make.
If the best biographers aim to cull only the crucial details to tell their stories, editors have the opposite problem: Editors know too much. Editors can
spend 18 months preparing six months worth of documents for publication.
Ask me anything aboutJames Madison's life from 1 April to 31 August 1804.
The focus is intense; the tunnel vision is severe. We want to know everything
that happened during that short time. Every little detail is the grist for our
mill. Consequently we are often too close to the facts-there are so many
delightful discoveries-and sometimes the plethora of information makes it
difficult to recognize the "telling" detail.
When an editor takes on a biography, one of the dangers he faces is the
tendency to substitute a pile of facts for argument.
Another danger is that the writer sticks too closely to his sources. Editors
are such sticklers for getting things right, that our tendency is to rely on our
sources too much, to hesitate to make judgments and speculate a bit from the
written record. This "one damn thing after another" approach leads to what
John Garraty, a professor of mine from Columbia called, "works devoid of
interpretation and thus of meaning." Documentary editors, whose knowledge of their subject's papers is vast, are particularly aware of this problem.
I mention one example from personal experience. In Irving Brant's biography of James Madison, there are whole passages where you can follow the
writer as he pages through the Madison collection at the Library of
Congress, document by document. This happened, then this, then that. The
narrative is document-driven, rather than driven by a sense of the overall trajectory of the story. This can be deadly for the reader.
A third danger, and one that is common to biographers and editors alike,
is to so identify with your subject that the dictum "Speak of me as I am"
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becomes more like what Jefferson wrote to Madison late in life, "Take care
of me when dead." Biographers choose their subjects for any number of reasons-they admire them, they fall into the task because there is a demand for
it, they seek promotion or tenure-but rarely do they write a biography
because they hate the man or woman they propose to depict. (Here again
there are exceptions-Robert Caro on Robert Moses and LBJ, for example).
Still, we all must be particularly careful to give full exposure to the dark side
of our subject's character or career. Editors, in particular, because they are
working "for the ages," have to annotate with an eye to neutral language and
objectivity. Glossing over or justifying behavior that in its time and context
was bad sticks out in a narrative like a sore thumb. Better for editors and
biographers alike to use those occasions to explore what it was that made
their subject petty, mean, or act in such disreputable ways.
If these are pitfalls that editors turning to biography must avoid, what special advantages do documentary editors bring to biography? One that we've
mentioned is that editors are constitutionally unable to ignore primary
sources. It's surprising how many biographies these days manage to do that.
Second, editors have the ability to read documents. Biography, like history, requires the "close reading" of documents. Careful distinctions have to
be made according to the context in which quotations appear. Were the
words written in a public or private context? Were they written in the midst
of a political crisis or for a political purpose? Were the views expressed consistent or inconsistent with views otherwise noted over the subject's career?
My co-editor Holly Shulman has invested the term "close reading" with
almost magical properties, but reading documents is nearly a lost art among
historians. And yet it is what documentary editors do. They date undated
manuscripts, they identify unknown correspondents, and they annotate
obscure people and events mentioned in their texts. They solve puzzles, by
unlocking the evidence in their documents. They provide context for complicated events. Above all, they are committed to getting it right.
Biographers can afford to skip a difficult document if it appears not to be
central to their story. What documentary editor can do that? A document,
however fragmentary, has to go somewhere in an edition. And my experience in documentary editing has been that the greatest mysteries have led to
the greatest discoveries; the greatest challenges have led to the greatest satisfactions.
I'm reminded of some third-party comments I received from a graduate
student in medieval history whom we had hired to do some transcribing. It
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reminds me a great deal of what biographers and historians are missing
when they ignore documentary editions. The student, initially skeptical
about the value of these kinds of projects, wrote some weeks into his work
with us:
This Madison project thing is great. I am glad to be doing it.
What amazes me is that we have all of these grad. students in
American history, anyone of whom ought to be able to find a
really great dissertation topic in about 15 minutes with the
sources I work with for the Madison Papers. Unbelievable that
one of them is not begging to do this job. If we had a collection
of correspondence from say Althusius or Balduin or
Melanchthon or Charles V or whoever at our fingertips, do you
think that we would just shrug our shoulders and let some
American historian learn all the stuff we should know???
My conclusion is a simple one. As a biographer, there is no greater luxury or a better platform from which to work than a documentary edition. In
addition, I think that there is no better training for a historian or a biographer than a six-month stint on a documentary project. Biographers would do
well to learn from editors to take greater care with their projects and to read
their primary sources more closely. And they should definitely take advantage of the modern documentary editions that are available to them.
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Recent Editions
Compiled by Kathryn M. Wilmot
This quarterly bibliography of documentary editions recently published on
subjects in the fields of American and British history, literature, and culture
is generally restricted to scholarly first editions of English language works.
In addition to the bibliographical references, Internet addresses are provided for the editorial project or the publisher. To have publications
included in future quarterly lists, please send press materials or full bibliographic citations to Johanna Resler, Managing Editor, Documentary Editing,
IUPUI, ES 0010, 902 West New York Street, Indianapolis, Indiana
46202-5157 or email: jeresler@iupui.edu.
ABRAMS, CREIGHTON W. Vietnam Chronicles: The Abrams Tapes,
1968-1972. Edited by Lewis Sodey. Lubbock: Texas Tech University, 2004.
912 pp. $50. ISBN 0896725332. Edited transcriptions of the recordings
made by Abrams's staff reveal the changing nature of the Vietnam War, the
government's push toward "Vietnamization," and Abrams's own accomplishments.
http://www.ttup.ttu.edu
BARROW, BLANCHE CALDWELL. My Life with Bonnie
and Clyde. Edited by John Neal Phillips. Norman: University
of Oklahoma Press, 2004. 320 pp. $29.95. ISBN 080613625l.
While in prison from 1933 to 1939, Barrow wrote this memoir
describing her association with the infamous outlaws Bonnie
and Clyde and her life as a fugitive; includes notes, biographical information, and photographs.
http://www.oupress.com
BRACE, JEFFREY. The Blind African Slave or Memoirs of
Boyrereau Brinch, NicknamedJeffrey Brace. Edited by KariJ.
Winter. Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 2004. 184 pp.
$65 [cloth]. ISBN 0299201406. $19.95 [paper]. ISBN
0299201449. Brace's narrated memoir provides details of his
life as a slave, Revolutionary War soldier, free man, and abolitionist during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries; includes original documents and annotations providing historical context.
http://www. wise. edulwisconsinpress
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BRITISH HISTORY. The Peaceable and Prosperous Regiment of Blessed
Queene Elisabeth. Edited by Cyndia Susan Clegg. Berkeley: University of
California Press, 2004. 550 pp. $275. ISBN 0873281616. Presented for the
first time with the inclusion of censored and deleted passages, this text
describing the reign of Queen Elizabeth was written in 1587 and possesses
original proof markings; includes historical introduction and textual commentary.
http://www. ucpress. edu
BRmSH HISTORY. The Queen's Majesty's Passage and
Related Documents. Edited by Germaine Warkentin.
Toronto, Canada: Centre for Reformation and Renaissance
Studies, 2004.160 pp. $13. ISBN 077272024X. Based on the
original 1559 account of the pagentry accompanying Queen
Elizabeth's procession to the throne after Mary's death, this
critically edited and annotated work includes related documents.
http://www.crrs.ca/publications
CHALCRAFf, EDWIN L. Assimilation's Agent: My Life as
a Superintendent in the Indian Boarding School System.
Edited by Cary C. Collins. Lincoln: University of Nebraska
Press, 2004. 368 pp. $59.95. ISBN 0803215169. Describing
his experience as an employee of the Office of Indian Affairs,
Chalcraft's memoir details policies and issues affecting Native
Americans during the government's attempt at forced assimiliation; includes notes providing historical context.
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu
COCKETT, OLIVIA. Love and War in London: A Woman's Diary,
1939-1942. Edited by Robert W Malcolmson. OntariO, Canada: Wilfrid
Laurier University Press, 2004. 192 pp. $24.95. ISBN 0889204586. Set
within the context of World War II London, this annotated diary reveals the
emotions and relationships Cockett experienced during this tumultous time.
http://www.wlupress.wlu.ca
DOYLE, ARTHUR CONAN. The New Annotated Sherlock Holmes: The
Complete Short Stories. Edited by Leslie S. Klinger. New York: W W.
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Norton, 2004. 1700 pp. $75. ISBN 0393059162. Conan Doyle's fifty-six
Sherlock Holmes short story mysteries are presented in this extensively
annotated edition; includes biographies, illustrations, and historical, literary,
and cultural contexts.
http://www.wwnorton.com

DUTTON, ANNE. Selected Spiritual Writings ofAnne Dutton, EighteenthCentury, British-Baptist, Woman Theologian, Volume 2: Discourses, Poetry,
Hymns, Memoir. Edited by JoAnn Ford Watson. Macon, GA: Mercer
University Press, 2005. 408 pp. $50. ISBN 0865547955. This volume of
Dutton's writings includes her "Discourse upon Walking with God," as well
as hymns and poems that reveal her spiritual convictions and insights.
http://www.mupress.org
EINSTEIN, ALBERT. The Collected Papers of Albert
Einstein, Volume 9: The Berlin ~ars Correspondence, January
1919-April 1920. Edited by Diana Kormos Buchwald, et al.
Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2004.780 pp. $110.
ISBN 0691120889. This volume describes Einstein's interest
in the theories of gravitation, electromagnetic fields, quantum
physics, and relativity, as well as his personal concerns about identity, family, and politics.
http://www.pupress.princeton.edu
FRANKS, ABIGAILL LEVY. The Letters of Abigaill Levy
Franks, 1733-1748. Edited by Edith B. Gelles. New Haven,
CT: Yale University Press, 2004. 288 pp. $35. ISBN
030010345X. Thirty-five letters written by Franks to her son
are presented in this edited work, illuminating family life in
New York City during the colonial era; includes introduction
situating these letters within a larger historical framework.
http://www.yale.edu.yup
FRYE, NORTHROP. Fearful Symmetry, A Study of William Blake:
Collected Works of Northrop Frye, Volume 14. Edited by Nicholas Halmi.
Ontario, Canada: University of Toronto Press, 2004. 625 pp. $95. ISBN
0802089836. This scholarly edition of literary critic Frye's 1947 work on
William Blake includes contextual notes and Frye's original annotations.
http://www.utpress.utoronto.ca
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GOLDMAN, EMMA. Emma Goldman: A Documentary
History of the American Thars, Volume Two, Making Speech
Free, 1902-1909. Edited by Candace Falk, et al. Berkeley:
University of California Press, 2004. 430 pp. $60. ISBN
0520225694. Through the use of correspondence, government reports, newspaper articles, and other documents,
Goldman's participation in the fight for freedom of expression is situated within a larger historical framework and presented in this volume; includes chronologies and contextual annotations.
http://www.ucpress.edu

HARTZELL, JOHN CALVIN. Ohio Volunteer: The
VO<i~Wr£ER Childhood and Civil War Memoirs of Captain John Calvin
Hartzell, OVI. Edited by Charles 1. Switzer. Athens: Ohio
University Press, 2005. 280 pp. $28.95. ISBN 0821416065.

;;:,';;;, , ''',''''

Written after his partiCipation in the Civil War, Hartzell's
memoir describes the campaigns of Chickamauga,
Chattanooga, and Missionary Ridge, the experiences of the

common soldier, and his feelings about changes in industry and the economy.
http://www.ohiou.edu/oupress

HENRY, JOSEPH. The Papers of Joseph Henry, Volume 10: January
1858-December 1865: The Smithsonian Thars. Edited by Marc Rothenberg.
Sagamore Beach, MD: Science History Publications USA, 2004. 670 pp.
$89.95. ISBN 0881353582. This volume documents the difficulties encountered by Henry during the period 1858-1865, including the Civil War and
its effects on the Smithsonian Institution, the death of his son, and the collapse of one of his closest friends, as well as covering Henry's participation
in Naval affairs and the scientific community.
http://www.shpusa.com

JEFFERSON, THOMAS. The Papers of Thomas Jefferson: Retirement
Series, Volume 1: 4 March 1809 to 15 November 1809. Edited by J.Jefferson
Looney. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2005. 780 pp. $99.50.
ISBN 0691121214. This first volume of the Jefferson retirement series presents Jefferson's departure from the presidency and his return to Monticello,
and also documents his continuing involvement in the public sphere through
his correspondence with President Madison, among others.
http://www.pupress.princeton. edu
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KING, MARTIN LUTHER, JR. The Papers of Martin Luther King Jr.,
Volume V: Threshold of a New Decade,January 1959-December 1960. Edited
by Clayborne Carson, et al. Berkeley: University of California Press, 2004.
667 pp. $50. ISBN 0520242394. This volume of King's papers focuses on
the strengthening of the organizations with which King was associated, the
reorganization of the SCLC, and King's trip to India, as well as the escalation of sit-in protests.
http://www.ucpress.edu
LE DUC, WILUAM G. This Business of War: Recolledions
.. of a Civil War Quartermaster. Foreword by Adam E. Scher.
St. Paul: Minnesota Historical Society Press, 2004. 184 pp.
$14.95. ISBN 0873515080. Le Duc's description of his experiences as a quartermaster officer in the Union Army reveals
the myriad of difficulties he faced while furnishing food and
supplies to mobile forces and how these difficulties were overcome. Also mentioned are his interactions with Generals McClellan, Meade,
Hooker, and Sherman.
http://www.mnhs.org/market/mhspress
LITERATURE. The Annotated Brothers Grimm. Edited
by Maria Tatar. New York: W. W. Norton, 2004. 416 pp.
$35. ISBN 0393058484. This extensively annotated version of the traditional Grimm's fables places the stories
within historical, cultural, and psychological contexts;
includes biographical essay on the Grimms, illustrations,
and previously excised stories.
http://www.wwnorton.com
MCKEON, RICHARD. The Seleded Writings of Richard McKeon, Volume
Two: Culture, Education, and the Arts. Edited by Zahava K. McKeon and
William G. Swenson. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2005. 368 pp.
$50. ISBN 0226560384. The second volume of McKeon's writings focuses
on the philosopher's creativity in addressing the themes of rhetoric, grammar, education, culture, and the humanities.
http://www.press.uchicago.edu
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MITCHELL, CLARENCE, JR. The Papers of Clarence
Mitchell Jr. Edited by Denton L. Watson. Athens: Ohio
University Press, 2004. The first two volumes of this five-volume series deal with the establishment of the Fair
Employment Practices Committee and the key role Mitchell
played in ensuring that American businesses and government programs implemented anti-discrimination policies.

Volume I, 1942-1943.364 pp. $49.95. ISBN 0821416030.
Volume II, 1944-1946.536 pp. $49.95. ISBN 0821416049.
http://www. ohiou. eduloupress
NIGHTINGALE, FLORENCE. Collected Works of Florence Nightingale,
Volume 7: Florence Nightingale's European Travels. Edited by Lynn
McDonald. Ontario, Canada: Wilfrid Laurier University Press, 2004. 816 pp.
$100. ISBN 0889204519. The influences that Nightingale's many European
travels had on her political, social, and spiritual ideologies are captured in
this volume of her works.
http://www.wlupress.wlu.ca
PEYRE, HENRI. Henri Peyre: His Life in Letters. Edited by John W.
Kneller. New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2004. 864 pp. $75. ISBN
030010443X. The life of author and Yale University professor Peyre, his correspondence with literary figures, and his influence as a teacher and mentor
are revealed throughout his correspondence.
http://www.yale.edu.yup
PLATH, SYLVIA. Ariel: The Restored Edition. New York:
HarperCollins, 2004. 240 pp. $24.95. ISBN 0060732598. For
.
='.. the first time, this edition of Plath's work reflects her original
I' /\i~Ie 1 ' intentions by rescinding the changes her husband made after
her death; includes foreword by Plath's daughter and Plath's
•
III • • • •
" working drafts.
http://www.harpercollins.com
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POLITICAL SCIENCE. Treaties and Agreements with and Concerning
China, 1894-1919, Volume I: Manchu Period, 1894-1911. Volume II:
Republican Period, 1912-1919. Edited by John V. A. MacMurray. Honolulu:
University of Hawai'i Press, 2004. 1570 pp. $695. ISBN 1901903834. This
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two-volume work documents the relationship of the Chinese government in
its dealings with other foreign countries and the policies of those countries
with regard to China during the period from 1894 to 1919.
http://www.uhpress.hawaii.edu
RAWLINGS, MARJORIE KINNAN. The Private
Marjorie: The Love Letters of Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings to
Norton S. Baskin. Edited by Rodger L. Tarr. Gainesville:
University Press of Florida, 2004. 936 pp. $39.95. ISBN
0813027837. The personal letters that novelist Rawlings wrote
to her second husband from 1938 to 1953 feature not only
their complex relationship, but also Rawlings' associations
with neighbors, friends, and other writers.
http://www.upfcom
ROSEN, MILTON. An American Rabbi in Korea. Edited by
Stanley Rosen. Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press,
2004. 144 pp. $35. ISBN 0817314008. Rosen's experiences as
an OrthodoxJewish chaplain in the Korean War are revealed
in this collection of nineteen articles he wrote for Der Morgen
Zhornal; includes background information and historical
overview.
http://www.uapress.ua. edu
SHELLEY, PERCY BYSSHE. The Complete Poetry of Percy Bysshe
Shelley, Volume 2. Edited by Donald H. Reiman and Neil Fraistat. Baltimore,
MD:Johns Hopkins University Press, 2004.992 pp. $85. ISBN 0801878748.
This critically edited volume presents Shelley's "Queen Mab" and "The
Esdaile Notebook" with contextual footnotes discussing the creation of the
poems, their reception, and Shelley's influences.
http://www.pressjhu.edu
STRAUSS, LEO AND ERIC VOEGELIN. Faith and Political

Philosophy: The Correspondence between Leo Strauss and Eric Voegelin,
1934-1964. Edited by Peter Emberley and Barry Cooper. Columbia:
University of Missouri Press, 2004. 280 pp. $29.95. ISBN 0826215513. The
fifty-three letters exchanged between Strauss and Voegelin illuminate the
political philosophers' responses to each other's works and examine the discipline.
http://www.system.missouri.edu/upress
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SWINBURNE, ALGERNON CHARLES. Uncollected Letters of
Algernon Charles Swinburne. Edited by Terry L. Meyers. London, UK:
Pickering & Chatto Publishers, 2004. 1200 pp. $475. ISBN 1851967745.
Nearly 450 previously unpublished and annotated letters are contained in
this volume, including Swinburne's correspondence with Mary Gordon
Leith, Lord Tennyson and other literary figures and artists, and his family
and friends.
http://www.pickeringchatto.com

TAFT, WILLIAM HOWARD. The Collected Works of
William Howard Taft, Volume VIII: ''Liberty Under Law"
and Selected Supreme Court Opinions. Edited by Francis
Graham Lee. Athens: Ohio University Press, 2004. 504 pp.
$59.95. ISBN 0821415646. The last volume of Taft's correspondence focuses on his successful years of service as chief
justice of the United States Supreme Court.
http://www.ohiou.edu/oupress

TIGHE, MARY. The Collected Poems andJournals of Mary
Tighe. Edited by Harriet Kramer Linkin. Lexington:
University Press of Kentucky, 2005. 320 pp. $45. ISBN
0813123437. An annotated compilation of the works of nineteenth-century poet Mary Blanchford Tighe, this work
includes her well known poem "Psyche," as well as numerous
other poems and journal extracts.
http://www.kentuckypress.com

TRABUE, DANIEL. Westward into Kentucky: The Narrative of Daniel
Trabue. Edited by Chester Raymond Young. Lexington: University Press of
Kentucky, 2004. 232 pp. $18. ISBN 081319119X. A former Revolutionary
War soldier, Trabue helped found the town of Columbia in Kentucky; this
1827 memoir provides details about everyday life and settlement of the
region.
http://www.kentuckypress.com

VOEGELIN, ERIC. See STRAUSS, LEO AND ERIC VOEGELIN.
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WASHINGTON, GEORGE. The Papers of George Washington:
Presidential Series, Volume 12, January-May 1793. Edited by Christine
Sternberg Patrick and John C. Pinheiro. Charlottesville: University of
Virginia Press, 2005. 800 pp. $75. ISBN 081392314X. This volume of
Washington's papers focuses on the the beginning of his second term as president and his efforts to resolve divisiveness over America's foreign policy
and relations with France, as well as domestic conflicts relating to Native
Americans and the establishment of the capitol in the District of Columbia.
http://www.upress.virginia.edu
WEIR, STAN. Singlejack Solidarity. Edited by George Lipsitz.
Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2004. 384 pp. $59.95 [cloth].
ISBN 0816642931. $19.95 [paper]. ISBN 081664294X. This collection of
labor activist and publisher Weir's writings document his participation in the
fight for workers' rights and the people he encountered along the way.
http://www.upress.umn.edu
WEST, DOROTHY. Where the Wild Grape Grows: Seleded
Writings, 1930-1950. Edited by Verner D. Mitchell and
Cynthia Davis. Amherst: University of Massachussetts Press,
2004. 264 pp. $27.95. ISBN 1558494715. West's personal
relationships, involvement in the Harlem Renaissance, and
interest in issues affecting African Americans are documented in this edited collection of her essays, interviews, and
novella; includes biographical essay.
http://www.umass.edu/umpress
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ADE 26 th Annual Meeting
Indianapolis, Indiana, 12-14 November 2004

Annual Meeting Session Summaries
Compiled by Editorial Staff
12 November 2004
Connection and Education: Editors and the Web Chair: Kenneth
Williams, Chair, ADE Web Site Committee, Kentucky Historical Society;
Felicia Johnson, Institute for Advanced Technology in the Humanities,
Virginia Center for Digital History, University of Virginia; Mary Lamb
Shelden, Writings of Henry D. Thoreau, Northern Illinois University;
Melissa Bingmann, Assistant Professor of History, Indiana University
Purdue University Indianapolis (IUPUI); Carol B. Conrad, Teacher and
History Department Chair, The Bullis School, Potomac, Maryland
The panel's discussion focused on the transformation in classrooms, especially k-12, that has occurred with widespread use of the World Wide Web.
Invariably editors and editorial projects have to put materials on the web. In
order to do that effectively editors need to ask the right questions, plan well,
and commit sufficient resources. That is commonsensical, of course, but
worth emphasizing. Seeking answers to the questions of who the audience is
and how it can be reached is the first step in the planning stage. Determining
who is responsible for the planning, design, and maintenance of the web site
is critical and most often involves a team of people with different expertise
and, realistically, at considerable cost. Dependence on team work typically
combines enormous potential with unexpected challenges. The creation and
upkeep of a successful Web site requires a design that articulates goals well
and targets audiences accurately; keeps the content in focus and does so in
a consistent and clear fashion; makes navigation simple; assures that updates
are timely and reliable; and accommodates multiple platforms, print options,
and registration with search engines.
Successful Web sites for educators, such as the one developed for
National History Day, affect what teachers teach and the way in which they
teach it. From the editors' perspectives the move to deliver primary sources
into the hands of teachers via the Internet is the most promising aspect of
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education reform for history in the classroom. What documents to choose,
how to present them, and what context to provide determines the use teachers can make of primary sources for cohorts of students whose world is
driven by technological advances and who need to learn how to handle
questions of access and reliability of information in general, but especially in
terms of textual-historical and literary-materials. Web sites that aim at teachers and students as parts of their audience therefore serve their visitors
(whom they can count and profile) well when they offer suggestions for lesson plans and, most effectively, include contact forms that allow for questions to be asked, and promptly answered by friendly and competent editors,
as in the case for The Writings of Henry D. Thoreau homepage.

Editing Native American Materials Chair: Rowena McClinton,
Moravian Mission to the Cherokees, Southern Illinois University; Christine
S. Patrick, Papers of George Washington, University of Virginia; William
Anderson,John Howard Payne Papers, Western Carolina University; Anna
Smith, Independent Scholar; Thomas E. Sheridan, Hopi Documentary
History Project, Southwest Center and Department of Anthropology,
University of Arizona
The major challenges editors of Native American materials face are
twofold: complications and complexities that stem from dealing with cultures whose languages are rarely or incompletely text based and an acute
awareness of the sensibilities of the heirs and contemporary guardians of past
Indian tribes. The Journals of Samuel Kirkland are a case in point. As textuallegacy of a Christian missionary to the Iroquois Nations and founder of
Hamilton College in upstate New York, the journals show Kirkland to be a
careful observer and astute recorder of three native languages and also allow
important insight into life on the northeastern frontier in the late eighteenth
and early nineteenth centuries. Going well beyond the scope and quality of
an earlier edition, the new edition of Kirkland's journal traces the development of his minutes, the most complete and accurate version, that formed
the basis for his journals that he subsequently expanded to serve as foundation for his reports to his financial supporters. Even seen through the lens of
Kirkland's cultural imperialism, the record of the Iroquoian (Oneida) language is important, notwithstanding the difficulties of its transcription that is
complicated by the need for deciphering of Kirkland's shorthand, especially
his use of abbreviations and codes.
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When John Howard Payne and Daniel Butrick worked among the
Cherokees in the first half of the nineteenth century, they gathered materials
that reflected Cherokee culture. The Payne-Butrick manuscript presents a
different challenge for editors because of its breadth and variety. This
extraordinary collection records religious practices, political structures,
myths and much other information about the tribe in northern Tennessee in
the 1830s. The official typescript of Payne's preservation efforts, in microform at the Newberry Library but not indexed, forms the basis of the modern transcription and interpretation of Cherokee culture.
Half a century later at the Moravian Female Academy in North Carolina,
the articulation of Cherokee identities can be traced less through the recording of language and general observation but more directly in interpersonal
terms. The academy, a private school that was expensive and exclusive, provided women from different cultures the framework and means for establishing and maintaining relationships of mutual respect, even friendship,
over long periods of time, as revealed in the cross-cultural correspondence
of their members. By contrast, the Hopi Documentary History Project
explores the complicated relationship between documentary evidence in
Spanish and Mexican archives of the Franciscan missionaries in the
American Southwest, the Pueblo Revolt of 1680, and Hopi resistance under
Spanish occupation with the oral history of the Hopi, in particular the lasting impact of oral traditions of the past.
13 November 2004
ADE Breakfast TalkJanet Rabinowitch (please see page 241 for full speech)

Editing Around Blank Spaces: Dealing with Classified, Suppressed,
and Limited Access Materials Chair: Elizabeth Nuxoll, Papers of
Clarence MitchellJr., SUNY College at Old Westbury; Daun van Ee, Papers
of Dwight D. Eisenhower, Library of Congress; Randy Papadopoulus,
Contemporary History Branch, Naval Historical Center; Candace Falk,
Emma Goldman Papers, University of California; Timothy Naftali,
Presidential Recordings Program, University of Virginia
Projects, like the editions of presidential papers, that have to deal with
classified materials present editors with challenges that extend well beyond
those of textual analysiS and interpretation. The processes to deal with classified materials that pertain to the foreign relations of the United States, for
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example, are typically slow and frustrating. By definition, access to classified
materials is restricted and requires security clearance and a rationale for the
need to know by all government agencies that have a subject matter interest.
If permission to examine classified documents is granted, the rules for copying and note-taking are strict and often cumbersome to follow; when transporting classified files to and storing them at an editorial project, procedural
requirements for transmission and secure storage put extraordinary burdens
on the project's resources, facilities, and staff.
For a documentary of the crash of Flight 77 into the Pentagon on 11
September 2001 and its immediate aftermath, the historical offices of the
Department of Defense gathered oral interviews of first responders and other
rescue personnel. The commissioned disaster history that examines the
anatomy of response for the Pentagon makes use of well over one thousand
voluntarily given interviews (protected by the Privacy Act). The sheer volume of the tapes and transcripts is daunting for the project staff, constituting
many years of analYSis and interpretation that need to be compressed into a
much shorter time frame if results from the examination of the interviews is
to be used effectively for security planning and commemorative purposes.
What is evident at this point already is that the oral interviews represent a
very good measure for the mood at the time; that they are unreliable for
efforts to reconstruct the sequence of events and their timing; that the location of the disaster and the personnel involved present the kinds of problems
related to any work with classified materials, especially those in connection
to accessing materials (the FBI has control of photos, for example) and the
question of ownership of the materials.
The declassification of materials related to Emma Goldman and her
activities shows the workings of the United States government in a different
light and reveals the dark side of the anarchist movement. The surveillance
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records of Goldman and her associates leave no doubt that the government's
spying activities were ubiquitous, inept, and unconstitutional and that they
were part of the instigation of violence in the anarchist movement. For the
editors of Goldman's papers the transcriptions of those previously classified
materials allow for more complete and more accurate reading and interpretation of obscure speeches-decidedly a plus; they also show the deliberate
creation of an enigmatic personality that enabled Goldman to hide her support of violence and her defense of the militants in the movement-a strategic deception that is particularly troublesome in the current climate of fear
from terrorism.
The recording program of the White House came into glaring view with
the critical erasure of portions of one particular tape from the office of
President Richard Nixon. Most Americans are still unaware that the creation
of presidential audio tapes that illuminate the workings of the country date
back to Franklin Delano Roosevelt in 1940. Since then all presidents taped
at least some of their conversations, Truman producing the fewest hours of
tape,Johnson and Nixon the most. For the record, the presidential recording program was transcribed and annotated. These authoritative transcripts
form the basis from which the editors of the presidential recordings work.
Since the quality of the official transcriptions is terrible, the editors devised
a system to assure systematic and correct reading of the tapes-a difficult and
time-consuming process. Classified materials, such as the president discussing covert action, called for review and transcripts that triggered review
typically have led to more restraints on redacting sensitive material, increasing the number of minutes of redacted materials, which add to passages that
are self-redactive because of disagreement about what the listeners hear.
Over time the nature of redaction has changed, but not in a systematic fashion, which obliges the editors of the presidential recordings to report the
nature of those blanks but leaves the historians to speculate as to the reasons
for them.

Alarums and Excursions in Literary Editing Chair: Joseph McElrath Jr. ,
Letters of Charles W. Chesnutt and Frank Norris, Florida State University;
David F. Johnson, Florida State University; Keith Newlin, University of
North Carolina at Wilmington; Jonathan R. Eller, Peirce Edition Project,
IUPUI
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The session about literary editing ranged widely in time, including a
medieval translation of an ancient text, a late nineteenth-century novel of the
future, and an experimental form of travel literature from the end of the
nineteenth century. Close examination of the Old English Translation of
Gregory's Dialogi provide insight about the function of the manuscript and
its audience. As part of an educational reform that occurred in the teaching
and training of priests and that signaled a shift toward a lay audience and a
vernacular base for preaching, the Old English and Latin glosses of the text
as well as nota signs for punctuation and word separation indicate an acute
awareness for producing an updated Middle English grammar in the thirteenth century. The publication history of Hamlin Garland's novel Rose
shows the influence literary critics can have. Originally published at the
height of Garland's fame in 1895, the reviewers objected to his depiction of
Rose's free upbringing and awakening sexuality. The lack of critical acclaim
led to a revision of this novel of the future for a different publisher in
1899-polishing the style and adding a scene at the end-only to have critics
ignore the later edition. In comparison, Charles Sanders Peirce's novella The
Thessalian Romance, combining romance and travel, was written over the
course of the last decade of the nineteenth century and never published. It is
set a generation before the time of Peirce's journey to Greece in 1892. It
includes vivid impressions of the Greek people outside of Athens and is
revealing about the author's public persona as he held private readings to
adjust the focus and poetic flavor of this unsuccessful experiment in travel
writing.

Technical Topics Workshop Station 1: Cathy Moran Hajo and Chris
Alhambra; Station 2: Frances S. Lennie; Station 3: Susan H. Perdue and
Heidi Hackford; Station 4: Allida Black and Roger A. Bruns
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Editors and Biography Chair: Leigh Fought, Independent Scholar; John
Kaminski, Documentary History of the Ratification of the Constitution,
University of Wisconsin; Gary E. Moulton, Journals of Lewis and Clark,
University of Nebraska-Lincoln; David Mattern,James Madison Papers and
Dolley Madison Project, University of Virginia
All presenters agreed that biographies of people whose writings have survived and may be published in scholarly editions are fundamentally different from the life and person that is evident in the documentary record.
Fought commented on the constraints of the linear narrative that many biographies demonstrate in comparison with the complexity that documentary
editions can show. Kaminski's advice to editors tempted to become biographers came in ten bullet points (for complete essay, see page 205):
•Abandon the Editorial Style
•Read Other Biographies
·Follow the Documents; Write from the Documents
·Start Out Strong
•Have Empathy
·Create a Commonplace Book
•Use Vignettes
·Use Quotations
•Have a Sounding Board and an Editor
Moulton focused on the parallels in the Journals of Lewis and Clark to interests at the present time. The interest in Lewis's emotional and psychological
difficulties resonate in particular, as do the accommodationist ways of Clark
and his relationship with his slave, whom he treats harshly and with little
respect for his humanity. Mattern pointed out that every biography falls
short; that editors can rarely be good biographers because they know too
much; and that the editor's commitment to full exposure includes revealing
a person's dark side-not with empathy but in neutral language.
14 November 2004
Bombs, but Bonnets Too: Military History Projects as Sources for
Social History Chair: David Hoth, Papers of George Washington,
University of Virginia; John Y. Simon, Ulysses S. Grant Association,
Southern Illinois University; Michael]. Crawford, Naval Documents of the
American Revolution, Naval Historical Center; Edward G. Lengel, Papers of
George Washington, University of Virginia; Larry I. Bland, George Catlett,
Marshall Papers, George C. Marshall Foundation
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The session in the Indiana War Memorial covered a wide range, beginning with the American Revolution and ending with World War II. The
Ulysses S. Grant papers lend themselves to history from the top down but
the military sources of the war years open a window on ordinary, more representative, Americans. What emerges from those documents, including letters between family members and friends separated by war, are insights into
areas like the nature of Victorian marriage; the development of Grant's
stance on slavery as a reflection of the abolitionist views of his father and
those of his slave-owning father-in-law; the use of slaves as servants; boys in
the army; Unionists in the South; and the expulsion of Jews from Tennessee
by the War Department.
Naval Documents of the American Revolution, too, provide perspectives
that go well beyond the stereotypical image of sailors. The United States
Navy was a sailing navy and while drugs, sex, and violence were parts of
naval life, answers to questions concerning the role of women, hygiene, and
patronage make for a much more complex picture. It is not well known, for
example, that the wives of petty officers sometimes accompanied their husbands on board ship and that, in peace time, naval commanders took their
wives. Similarly, the devotion to cleanliness on board navy vessels has not
always been portrayed as a measure to instill and maintain discipline and
order under tense and difficult circumstances. While the importance of officer patronage, which meant that particular seamen and officers served
together, is emerging as an intriguing topic, exploration of the roles of warrant and petty officers-professionals who made service in the navy their
career and who formed the backbone of the navy-remains to be undertaken.
The social history of warfare is also a perspective of particular interest for
documentary editors of the George Washington Papers. The volumes of the
edition that detail Washington's role as Commander in Chief allow documentary editors to view the collection of the papers as a whole-making
scholarly editors far more than handmaidens of historians and demonstrating that Washington's papers are not those of one man only but of the whole
society. During the winter at Valley Forge, for example, when Washington's
concerns were many and complex, he administered largely alone, out of
necessity because of the lack of junior officers and a support staff.
The concerns of army chief of staff George Marshall during World War
II were quite different, especially in regard to handling relations with print
and radio media. The demands of dealing with adverse pUblicity and outsider criticism, which seemed to border on treason, were difficult and, before
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the modern control of the press during war time, the balance between interventionist, proactive moves to support policies and convictions and counteracting reactions to incorrect views and criticism presented a particular
challenge.
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PRESENTATION

The Future of
University Presses
Indianapolis, Indiana, 12-14 November 2004
Janet Rabinowitch

~ hank you very much for inviting me to speak with you this morn-

"1

ing. From our experience at Indiana University Press (IUP) with
textual editing and documentary editions (we have published two MLA editions), I hold documentary editors in awe-for your meticulousness, thoroughness, patience, and creative problem solving. I'm acquainted most
closely with the Writings of Charles S. Peirce, edited by the Peirce Project at
Indiana University Purdue University Indianapolis (IUPUI), of which IUP
is the proud publisher. Indiana was also the publisher of the Selected Writings
of William Dean Howells (15 volumes between 1968 and 1991).
Just to acquaint you briefly with IUP, we are located on the Bloomington
campus of Indiana University. We were founded in 1950, have published
some 5000 titles since then, currently have around 1800 titles in print, and at
present publish 140 to 150 new books a year and 25 scholarly journals,
mainly in the humanities and social sciences. Our publishing program
reflects academic strengths of the university-we have established lists of long
standing in music, history, literary studies, philosophy, women's studies,
world area studies (Russia and East Europe, Africa, Middle East, Asia),
Jewish and Holocaust studies, and religion.
The "future of university presses" is an open-ended topic, and I don't pretend to be a crystal ball gazer, so I will focus my remarks more directly on
trends and issues that are currently preoccupying my university press colleagues, developments that will have a strong influence on what our future is
likely to be.
A few words first about what it is that university presses do now and that
they will continue to do into the future. There are at present roughly 125 university presses that are full, affiliate, or associate members of the Association
of American University Presses. Here are some of the things that university
presses do-and do well:
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1. Make available to the broader public the range and value of
research generated by university faculty.
2. Present the basic research and analysis that is drawn upon by
policy makers and opinion leaders, as well as scholars.
3. Contribute to the variety and diversity of cultural expression
at a time of increasing homogenization in the media industry.
4. Promote engagement with ideas and sustain a literate culture.
5. Help to preserve the distinctiveness of local cultures through
publication of works on the regions in which they are based.
6. Give voice to minority cultures and perspectives through
publication programs in ethnic, racial, and gender studies.

7. Rediscover and maintain the availability of works important
to scholarship and culture.
S. Sponsor work in specialized and emerging areas of scholarship.
9. Through the peer review process, test the soundness of
scholarship and thereby maintain high standards for academic
publication.
10. Add value to scholarly work through rigorous editorial
development; professional copyediting and design; and worldwide dissemination.
11. Commit resources to long term scholarly editions and multivolume research projects, assuring publication for works with
completion dates far in the future-something that is particularly important for this group.
12. Extend the reach and influence of their parent institutions
and generate favorable publicity for them throughout the
world. (I'm often told by foreign scholars that they know of
Indiana University because they have Indiana University Press
books on their bookshelves or subscribe to our journals.)
These are just some of the pOints from a list prepared as part of the celebration of the Year of the University Press, proclaimed in 2004 by the AAUP
together with the Association of Research Libraries to encourage the collaboration of libraries and university presses.
While celebrating the achievements of university presses, the year 2004
has also brought the near closure of several smaller presses because of financial difficulties. The same pressures and trends that led to the near demise of
these small presses affect larger university presses as well. They include
shrinking and increasingly fragmented markets for academic books, the pro-
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gressive weakening of the library market, the volatility of the market for textbooks (as a result of the growing popularity of course packs and changes in
students' book buying and studying habits-spending more time on the Web
than in the library), changes in the book trade (the demise of independent
book stores and the concentration of sales in the chains, which require high
discounts and generate high returns), the high costs involved in keeping up
with new technologies in all aspects of publishing, and pressure to provide
easy electronic access to scholarly publications. At the same time university
support for many presses is minimal and/or decreasing. In the present publishing environment, university presses can't make ends meet just by publishing academic books. While technology presents exciting new horizons, it
also raises seemingly insurmountable challenges. Putting all these factors
together, university presses are in a time of tremendous change.
How are university presses responding to these changes? In what directions are they moving?
I shall mention some of the directions we're pursuing at our own press,
which I think are in general representative of trends in university press publishing:
1. We're placing an increasing emphasis on regional publishing-books about Indiana and the Midwest that are aimed at a
broad regional audience-titles about nature, history, literature,
food, gardening, music, culture, ethnic groups. Last fall, we
launched a new imprint, Quarry Books, to promote and market our regional offerings to Indiana and Midwest audiences.
We see our regional publications as being of service to the citizens of the State of Indiana, a form of public outreach extending the influence of the university.
2. We're planning our lists more carefully, with a balance of
trade, monographic, text, and reference books. We seek out
"cutting edge" academic books that reach across disciplines
and subject areas to a broad swath of academic readers. We are
focusing our lists in our areas of major strength and encourage
crossover books that reach across disciplines and areas. While
we also continue to publish specialized scholarship in our areas
of strength, the print runs are becoming smaller and smaller. It
is not unusual for a prize-winning scholarly work to sell no
more than 500 or 600 copies.
3. We're making increasing use of Print on Demand and shortrun printing technologies to keep slow-selling works in print
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that would not sustain regular offset reprinting. Preparing
books for Print on Demand also converts them into formats
that can be adapted and repurposed for digital dissemination.
4. We're growing our journals program. Journals publishing
involves a much more favorable economic model than book
publishing. With journals, subscription income is collected
before the issues are printed, whereas with books, cash is tied
up in inventory over many years. Although the trend in print
subscriptions is downward, income from electronic dissemination of our journals through our own document delivery and
through Project Muse and other aggregators is steadily increasing.
5. While we have not engaged in digital book publishing at
Indiana as yet, we are exploring possibilities for collaborating
with university programs that are involved in digital projects.
(We have published several interactive multimedia CD-ROMs
in collaboration with the Teaching and Learning Technologies
Lab at IU, and our journals program offers online document
delivery.)
Various of our sister presses have taken the plunge into exciting digital
publishing ventures. Most of these digital projects involve collaborations
between the university press and other university units, usually the library
and the university's IT resources. Most are pilot projects, funded by grants,
usually from the Andrew W Mellon Foundation. Longterm sustainability of
these initiatives, once grant funding ends, is still very much an open question.
What directions do these developments presage for university presses?
1. Adaptation to electronic publishing, proceeding hand in
hand with print publishing. With the possibility, indeed necessity, of archiving electronic copies of all publications, which
can be used for multiple purposes, university presses are moving toward finding ways to maintain all their content (books as
well as journals) in digital form. This opens the possibility of
publishing in multiple formats-in print, online, or in downloadable form.
2. The preservation of books in digital formats makes it possible to keep slow-selling books in print for the long term. It also
allows for creation of databases of books, along the lines of the
Bibliovault Project at the University of Chicago Press, with
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searchable capabilities, that can be licensed to libraries,
schools, and individuals around the world.
3. There is a need for new publishing models to underwrite the
costs of these technology-intensive modes of publication. It will
take teamwork and collaboration among the various academic
"players" involved in the process of producing, publishing, disseminating, and consuming scholarly work. Universities pay
for the production and dissemination of scholarship in several
ways: they pay the salaries of faculty producing scholarship;
they fund library purchases of the fruits of scholarship; in some
cases, they may subsidize university presses.
How can these costs be managed more effectively within the scholarly
community? This is a question that is being asked in particular with relation
to scientific journals and the exorbitant prices charged by the large commercial publishers who dominate that market, such as Elsevier, Springer,
and Blackwell, depleting the budgets of university libraries. Solutions proposed by libraries tend in the direction of "open access," with libraries freely
providing digitized information to its patrons. However, this form of publication has serious implications for copyright and intellectual property issues.
Not to mention that open access models, unless their costs are underwritten,
don't work for university presses, which support themselves by the sale of
their publications and the management and licensing of the rights to them.
What will be the place of university presses in the digital future of scholarly communication? I look to university presses to play an important role
in fostering wide dissemination while protecting intellectual property, the
continuity of peer review, and high quality editing. These are principles that
have guided university presses in the past and in the present and will continue to guide their participation in the digital future.
A model in which university presses, libraries, university administrations,
university technology resources, and faculty collaborate would seem to hold
the key to the future. It is a direction that will require flexibility, creativity,
rethinking of the traditional apportioning of costs and division of responsibilities, and the creation of a workable business model. Not easy to achieve
to be sure, this sort of collaboration seems to me to hold particular promise
for the production, publication, and dissemination of documentary editions.
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ADEAwards
Life Service Award
Presented by Esther Katz

Charlene receives the Life Service Award from Esther at
the 26th annual ADE conference

Distinguished Service Awards are presented to individuals or projects which
have made a significant contribution to furthering the aims of the
Association for Documentary Editing. But what do you do when one individual has repeatedly made significant contributions to the ADE? What do
you do when one individual is one of only three people to have already been
honored with two Distinguished Service Awards, one in 1981 and the second
in 1997? You do what the Council has done this year-devise a new honorthe Life Service Award-and select that person, Charlene Bickford, as its first
recipient.
I want to be clear-this is not a kiss-off or ready for retirement awardheaven forfend . Rather, we're hoping this will encourage Charlene to keep
on doing what she does so well. Charlene Bickford has served as Federal
Policy Committee chair since 1980 and I can't remember a federal crisis,
budget staff, whatever, that Charlene has not steered us through. She is one
of the best spokeswomen for editing within NHPRC and NEH, and is probably the ADE's most effective representative on the Hill. Working closely
with Bruce Craig at the National History Coalition, she keeps her eye on politics, calendars, and the people who count. And she effectively represents the
interests of the AD E at a host of meetings and conferences-from the
National Humanities Alliance to the Association for State and Local History
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Steering Committee. I pity the president who has to work without Charlene
at the other end of the phone or an e-mail.
So, it is my honor and very, very great pleasure to bestow on Charlene
Bickford the ADE's first Life Service Award.

Julian P. Boyd Award
Presented by Ann D. Gordon

Barbara receives the Julian P. Boyd Award from
Ann at the 26th annual ADE conference

Every third year, the Association for Documentary Editing awards its highest honor, the Julian P. Boyd Award, to a senior scholar in recognition of his
or her distinguished contribution to the study of American history and culture.
Why name this prize for Boyd-a name now invoked most often as the
symbol of slow production and texts overwhelmed by their annotation? In
Julian Boyd, especially in his career editing the Papers of Thomas Jefferson from
1944 to 1980, historical editors recognize a pioneer in their craft. To quote
Mary:Jo Kline, "under Boyd's direction the framework of a historian's notion
of a modern editorial project took shape." He was a visionary about making
well-edited primary sources available to the public, a scholar, a passionate
historian, and an influential writer about historical editing. We in the
Association are committed to the possibility that all Founding Fathers have
flaws; we honor them nonetheless.
The Association has, in past years, awarded this prize to a distinguished
list: Arthur Link, Harold Syrett, Fredson Bowers, Louis Harlan, Jo Ann
Boydston, David Chesnutt,John Simon, and William Abbott. This year, the
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Association awards the Julian P. Boyd prize to Barbara Bowen Oberg,
General Editor of the Papers ofThomasJe.fferson at Princeton University and a
past president of this Association.
Barbara will surely (and rightly!) object to an award intended for a senior
scholar. To accommodate the sensitivity of this grandmother, I implore you
to consider the wonder of the achievements of one so young. Barbara has
squeezed twenty-six years of historical editing into her young life. I will come
back to that accomplishment, but I begin this recitation of her worthiness
with things less obvious to members of this Association.
Barbara Oberg exemplifies an ideal of editor-scholar. Since early in her
career, she has combined documentary editing with traditional historical
scholarship, embracing the Early American Republic as her field. The list of
her publications reveals one of the tricks of this trade: her essays parallel her
editorial homes. She has interpreted her authors and their times for the
scholarly world in an impressive number of reviews, lectures, essays, and
articles. The occasions and the publishers of her scholarship signal that in
each phase of her specialization, she gained the respect of other historians.
Barbara's scholarship and overall competence have been recognized by
others. She presided over the Society for Textual Scholarship from 2001 to
2003-the first historian to hold that post. With scarcely a moment to catch a
breath at the end of her term, she stepped into the presidency of the Society
of Historians of the Early American Republic, better known as SHEAR.
Like her editorial predecessors as well as most of her historical subjects,
Barbara was elected to membership in the American Philosophical Society.
In all of these situations, she serves as a dynamic promoter of scholarly work
on the Early Republic and editorial scholarship in general.
To the ideal of editor-scholar, Barbara Oberg adds the ideal of professional servant. In this Association as well as in others, she is one of those who
step forward to articulate the goals of a profession, represent it to the public,
perform its committee work, provide occasional formal leadership, and constant casual leadership. Everyone familiar with the literature produced by
members of this Association knows her both as an editor "Deciding Alone,"
written in 1980, and an editor engaged in close collaboration, as she
described her work in her presidential address in 1995. Outside the field,
among historians, but also outside universities, she has been a compelling
spokesperson for documentary editing. Many of us, of different ages and at
different stages of a career, recognize Barbara's casual leadership in the
forms of encouragement, recruitment, letters of recommendation, and generous commiseration.
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Having said all this, it must also be said: Barbara merits this award on the
basis solely of her career as an editor. This is an important point to us. What
better way could there possibly be to make "a distinguished contribution to
the study of American history and culture" than by providing fundamental
materials needed for understanding not one but four individuals who helped
to shape the nation's history and culture?
Beginning in 1978 (she was obviously a mere girl then), she edited the
Papers of Philip Mazzei (as an associate editor), to produce a comprehensive
microfilm edition. At the Papers of Albert Gallatin (already, by 1981, a
young lead editor), she published the microfilm supplement, before proceeding to the Papers of Benjamin Franklin. There eight volumes bore her
mark. Since 1999, when she assumed the title of General Editor for the
Jefferson Papers, four volumes have appeared. This is a major body of work
by any standard.
Within that story of her moves and migrations from project to project lies
an odd ambition or a peculiar fate: twice now she has stepped into the shoes
of editing giants. She not only matched their enviable reputations, she also
led those venerable projects into modern practices without destroying their
identities. Barbara Oberg deserves to stand with the other outstanding recipients of this award.

Lyman H. Butterfield Award
Presented by Richard LeIDer

Ken receives the Lyman H. Butterfield Award
from Richard at the 26th annual ADE conference
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The person nominating Ken Bowling for the Lyman H. Butterfield Award
noted that "Ken has devoted almost his entire professional life to the Papers
of the First Federal Congress, performing every task a skilled and successful
editor can." This is certainly true. He could have gone even further back in
time. Before Ken joined the Congress project, he was an editor on the First
Federal Elections project, where he might have remained but for a courageous career-altering decision. His research while at the Elections project in
innumerable repositories benefited those two projects and the Ratification of
the Constitution project as well. We at Ratification still profit from Ken's
research, past and present.
Ken has also been a scholar who, to use an unfortunate modern expression, "does his own work." And what work it has been. His published
research on the importance of the fight over the location of the capital has
been revelatory and brilliant. The letter of nomination called Ken's 1988
essay "'A Tub to the Whale': The Founding Fathers and the Adoption of the
Bill of Rights," "the most insightful and important historical work to be written on the origin of the Bill of Rights in a: generation at least, and perhaps
ever." Now that may be an exaggeration. But it is only a slight exaggeration.
It is a great article, which recognized that even the "founding fathers" could
act not just from high-minded principle, but from political necessity and
expediency.
I think we have established that Ken has devoted a lifetime to service and
fine scholarly achievement. But the Butterfield Award is presented annually
"to an individual ... for recent contributions in the areas of documentary publication, teaching, and service." So, what has Ken done for us lately? Well,
quite a lot. He has directed Liberty Fund Conferences and been a frequent
participant since 1993. He has also participated in conferences on George
Washington at Mount Vernon. He was the Director of the United States
Capitol Annual conferences on Congress from 1993 to 2001. He serves on
the Editorial Board of Washington History and is the dissertation bibliographer
for the Journal of the Early Republic. He has served on numerous ADE committees, including presently the Education Committee. He has taught at
George Washington University, George Mason University, and The Catholic
University of America. In 2002 he published a biography of Peter Charles
L'Enfant, and he is currently working on a book of essays on the First Federal
Congress. Most importantly, he and his colleagues have recently published
three magnificent volumes of correspondence of the members of the great
first federal Congress, with more to come. The correspondence volumes will
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revolutionize our understanding of these crucial years in the young republic.
For all of these reasons and for more that I could mention, I have the
great personal privilege on behalf of the AD E to present the Lyman H.
Butterfield Award to Kenneth R. Bowling.
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Susan J. Rosowski
Frederick M. Link

S

usan]. Rosowski, Adele Hall Distinguished Professor of English at the
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, died on November 2, 2004, after a
long and valiant battle with cancer. Professor Rosowski was general editor of
the Willa Cather Scholarly Edition, director of the Cather Project and the
Cather International Seminar, and editor-in-chief of Cather Studies. She was
the major force in creating and sustaining all of them. Over some twenty
years, she was instrumental in securing Cather's place as a major twentiethcentury author. She won the University's highest awards for both teaching
and scholarship, a rare achievement, and her professional life modeled
excellence in both areas. Despite her many responsibilities, she was never
too busy to meet with students and colleagues, and was as active in the profession as she was in her department and university. Her personal warmth
and her enthusiasm for teaching and learning influenced students over two
decades; she believed strongly in the community of scholars, and worked
hard to create and broaden that community. She was the founding director
of the Plains Humanities Alliance, one of nine regional humanities centers
established by the NEH. Her vision of the future of scholarship and publishing led to the establishment of the Cather Electronic Archive.
Those of us who have worked on the Cather Scholarly Edition will
remember Sue for her ability to get and keep the project going on a minimal
budget, and to direct the large group of scholars contributing to the Edition
with a light touch and with enthusiasm and appreciation for their efforts. She
was not a micromanager, but she always knew what was important and what
was peripheral, and she knew how to inspire quality as well as demand it.
She brought her profound knowledge of Cather and her world to the
Edition, and was as concerned about the technical problems of textual editing as she was about presenting Cather in her social and literary context. As
an editor, she wanted a clear text established according to stated principles,
an historical rather than a literary-critical introductory essay, full explanatory
notes, first-class book design, useful illustrations relevant to the text, and a
record of substantive variants in all authorial texts. She felt strongly that pro-
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viding potential readers with full and accurate information was more important than any specific critical approach to a work an editor might take. The
Cather Scholarly Edition, begun in 1985, is expected to be finished in 2008;
it is a part of Susan Rosowski's legacy.
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The Correspondence ofjohn Dewey, 94, 95, 96,
97,98,99, 101, 102, 107, 113, 117, 119,
120
Cosway, Maria, 213
Council for Democracy, 83
Cowles, Cornelia, 28
CPAE. See Collected Papers ofAlbert Einstein
Craig, Bruce, 247
Craik,James, 31, 35
Cramer, Lawrence, 81, 82
Crawford, Michael]., 237
Culkin, Kate, "Organization, Outreach, and
Optimism: Getting a Project Up to
Full Speed," 1-7

Darwin, Charles

The Expression of the Emotions in Man and
Animals, 143
Darwin and Henslow: The Growth of an
Idea (Barlow), 136
"Darwin as a Lifelong Generation Theorist"
(Hodge), 135
The Darwin Correspondence Project, 135,
136, 142
"The Darwin Correspondence Project:
Evolution of an Electronic Resource"
(Pearn), 136
Darwin, Francis
Charles Darwin, his Lift Told in an
Autobiographical Chapter and in a
Selected Series of his Published Letters,
135
Lift and Letters of Charles Darwin, 135
More Letters of Charles Darwin, 135
mentioned 135, 137
Davidson, Eugene, 81, 82
Davis, David, 63
de Haas, Wander.J., 159
"Deciding Alone" (Oberg), 249
Department of Defense, 234
Dewey, Gordon, 6, 99
Dewey, John
Art as Experience, 103, 108
A Common Faith, 103
Essays in Experimental LogiC, 105
Experience and Nature, 103, 108, 110
"Half-Hearted Naturalism," 108, III
Human Nature and Conduct, 105, 106
Studies in Logical Theory, 105
The Knowing and the Known, 103
mentioned, 93, 94, 97
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Dewey, Morris, 99
Dewey, Roberta Lowitz Grant, 99, lO3
"Dewey's Naturalistic Metaphysics"
(Santayana), lOll
Dialog! (Gregory), 236
Diedrich, Maria, 15
"Digital Object Preservation and the
Darwin Correspondence Project:
Preserving the Ability to Edit and
Publish" (Weinberger), 136
Documentary Editing (journal), 203
"Documentary Editing': Some Essentials"
(Leffler), 199

Documentary History of the First Federal
Congress (Bickford and Bowling), 205
Documentary History of the Ratification of the
Constitution, 200
Douglass, Anna Murray, 16, 23-24, 25
Douglass, Frederick

My Bondage and My Freedom, 15-17
Narrative of the Lije of Frederick Douglass,
A Slave, 15, 27
Douglass, Rosetta, 24, 25
Douglass Papers Project, 15, Ill, 30
"Dream journal" (Sanger), 195, 197
Dugdale, Ruth, 211
Dukas, Helen, 146, Hil
"Dukas collection," 146, 147

Early American Republic, 249
The Early RepUblic, 217
Earrnan,John and Micheljanssen,
"Einstein's Explanation of the Motion
of Mercury's Perihelion," IS11
Eastland,james 0.,90
"Eclipses of the Stars: Mandl, Einstein, and
the Early History of Gravitational
Lensing" (ed. Renn et al.), 152
"Editing Darwin" (Burkhardt), 135
Editing Historical Documents (Stevens and
Berg), 201
"Editing Textual and Extra-Textual
Materials in Charles Darwin's
Correspondence" (Porter and Pearn)
135-44
"The Editor as Biographer" (Kaminski), 205
Education Committee (AD E), 251
Ee, Daun van, 233
Einstein, Albert
Einstein-Grossman Entwurf theory of
gravitation, 153, Vill
General Theory of Relativity, 1411, 149
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Special Theory of RelatiVity, 1411
Einstein Archives Online, 145, 147, Hi<!, H;5
Einstein-Besso document, ISh, ](;4
Einstein-De Haas experiment, 149
Einstein-Grossmann Entwurf theory of
gTavitation, 153, 1511
Einstein Papers Project, 145, 147, 162
"Einstein's Explanation of the Motion of
Mercury's Perihelion" (Earman and
Janssen), 1511
"Einstein's Unified Field lbeory Program"
(Sauer), 161
Eldridge, Michael

Transforming Experience:John Dewey \
Cultural Instrumentalism, lO2
mentioned lO3
II September 2001, 75, 90, 234
Eller,jonathan R., 235
Ellis, Havelock, 195, 200
Ellis, joseph, 2111
Elsevier (publisher), 245
"Errors and Insights: Reconstructing the
Genesis of General Relativity from
Einstein's Zurich Notebook" (ed.
Renn et al.), 154
Essays in Experimental Logic (Dewey), 105
EveningJournal (Albany), 26
Executive Order IlIl02, 75, 77, 711, 112, 119
Executive Order 11972, 79
Executive Order 9066, 113
Executive Order 9346, llll, 119
Experience and Nature (Dewey), 103, 10'1,
lOll, 110

The Expression of the Emotions in Man and
Animals (C. Darwin), 143

Fair Employment Practice Committee
(FEPC), 75, 76, 711, Ill, 115, 117, llll, 119,
90
Falk, Candace, 207, 233
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), 79,
80,99,234
Federal Policy Committee (ADE), 247
FEPC. See Fair Employment Practice
Committee
First Federal Congress, 205, 206, 251
First Federal Elections project, 251
First Report (FEPC), Ill, 115
Fisher, Linda A.
"Getting Started: An Editor's Search for
One Diarist's Place in History," 9-13
"A Patient's Point of View: Nineteenth-
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Century Syphilis Treatment," 9
Fite, Warner, III
flexner,James T., 20S
Flight 77, 234
Folio VIEWS, 9S, 96, 113
Foster, Abby Kelley, 16
Fought, Leigh
"Douglass Liaisons: The Female
Correspondents of Frederick Douglass
IH42-S2," 15-30
mentioned, 237
"The Founding Fathers on the Founding
Fathers" (Kaminski), 211
Franklin, Benjamin
Autobiography, 31, 32
mentioned, 34, 213, 21H
Franklin on Franklin (ed. Zall), 31, 32, 33

Frederick Douglass's Paper, 19
French and Indian War, 34, 16H, 169, 213

From Courtroom to Classroom: The Lincoln
Legal Papers Curriculum, 72
Frost, Corinne Chisholm, 103
"The Future of University Presses"
(Rabinowitch), 233, 241-55

Galphin, George, 169
Garland, Hamlin, 236
Garraty,John, 21H
Garrison, William Uoyd, 20, 21, 27
General Theory of Relativity (Einstein),
14H, 149
George Mason University, 251

George Washington Laughing, 34
"George Washington: 'The Man of the
Age'" (Kaminski), 212, 213
George Washington University, 251
German-American Bund, 77
German University of Prague, 150
"Getting Started: An Editor's Search for
One Diarist's Place in History"
(Fisher),9-13
Gladys Kriebel Delmas Foundation, 1
Goldman, Emma, 207, 234-35
Gordon, Ann D., 24H
Grant, Roy, 99
Grant, Ulysses S., 23H
Great Britain, 212
Green, William, 77
Griffiths,Julia, 21
Grizzard, Frank, 207
Grossmann, Marcel, 153
Guba,James E., "Autobiography by Proxy;

Or, Pastiche as Prologue," 31-36
Guide to Documentary Editing (Kline), 201

Hackford, Heidi, 236
Hajo, Cathy Moran, 4, 236
"Half-Hearted Naturalism" (Dewey), IOH,
111

Hamer, Philip M., 172
Hamilton, Alexander, 35, 51, 171,206,207
Hamilton College (New York), 232
Hancock,John,36
Harlan, Louis, 206, 24H
Harper & Row (publisher), 53
Harriet Jacobs Papers, 1-7

Harvard Guide to American History, 172
Harvard University, 102, 107, 109
Harvard University Press, 109
Hebrew University ofJerusalem, 145, 146
Henslow,John Stevens, 135
Herndon, William H., 63
Hewitt, Nancy, 15
Hickman, Larry
"Literacy, Mediacy, and Technological
Determinism," 98
mentioned, 94, 97, 102, 104, 107
Hill, W. Speed, 2
"A Historian's Sweeping Projects Seek to
Change our Understanding of
Slavery" (Winkler), 199
Hobson, Chuck, 206
Hodge, M.J. S., "Darwin as a Lifelong
Generation Theorist," 135
Hook, Sydney, 103
Hopi Documentary History Project, 233
Hoth, David, 237
House Sub-Committee on Appropriations,
89
Houston, Charles Hamilton, 88
"How Einstein Found His Field Equations,
1912-1915" (Norton), 153
"How the History of the American
Revolution Has Changed" (Maier),
199-200
Howitt, Mary, 17
Human Nature and Conduct (Dewey), 105,
106
Humphreys, David, 31, 33

"I Dreamed of Editing" (Katz), 195
Illinois Regional Archives Depository, 73
Illinois Supreme Court, 73
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Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl (Jacobs), 1
Indiana University, 241
Indiana University Press (IUP), Ul
Indiana University Purdue University
Indianapolis (IUPUI), 241
Indiana War Memorial, 23R
Inns of Court, 171
Institute for Advanced Study (Princeton),
IIi 1
Institute for the Editing of Historical
Documents ("Camp Edit"), 4
InteLex Corporation, 94, 95
International Labor Organization, RR
Iroquois Nations, 232
Iselin family, 51

jacobs, Harriet, 1
jacobs, Louisa (Harriet's daughter), 1, 6
jacobs,john S. (Harriet's brother), 1
j ames, William, 102, 105, 107
jay,john, 35, SI-5R, 213, 214
jay, William, 51
jefferson, Thomas
his letter(s), 205-6, 211, 213
mentioned, 31, 33, 35, 51,207,209,217,
21R,219
jefferson in Love: The Love Letters Between
Thomasjefferson & Maria Cosway (ed.
Kaminski), 213
jefferson onjefferson (ed. Zall), 31, 33
jennings, Isabel, 23
jewish National and University Library,
Wi, 147
"The john jay Papers: Re-envisioning a
20th-Century Editorial Project for a
21st-Century Audience" (Kline),
SI-5R
johnson, David E, 235
johnson, Felicia, 231
johnson, George, R7, R9
johnson, Lyndon Baines, 219, 235
johnson, William, 206
journal of the Early Republic, 2S1
journals of Lewis and Clark, 237
journals of Samuel Kirkland, 232
julian P. Boyd Award, 24R

Kallen, Horace, 102
Kaminski,john P.
Citizen Paine: Thomas Paine's Thoughts on
Man, Government, SOCiety, and Religion,
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210, 212
"The Editor as BiogTapher," 205
"The Founding Fathers on the Founding
Fathers," 211
"George Washington: 'The Man of the
Age,''' 212, 213
jeffirson in Love: The Love Letters Between
Thomasjeffirson & Maria Cosway, 213
mentioned, 237
Kant, Immanuel, 106
Katz, Esther
"I Dreamed of Editing," 195
mentioned, 247
Kline, MaryJo
"The john jay Papers: Re-envisioning a
20th-Century Editorial Project for a
21st-Century Audience," 51-SR
mentioned, 24R
Klyce, Scudder, 103
The Knowing and the Known (Dewey), 103
Knox, Henry, 35
Kooser, Ted, 20R

Lafayette, Marquis de, 35, 36
Lampa, Anton, 157, 159
Latin, 2:~6
Laurens, john, 16R, 171, 172
The Law Practice ofAbraham Lincoln: A
Narrative Overview, 60, 72
The Law Practice ofAbraham Lincoln: A
Statistical Portrait, 66
The Law Practice ofAbraham Lincoln:
Complete Documentary Edition (LPAL),
59-74
Leffler, Richard
"Documentary Editing: Some
Essentials," 199
mentioned, 207, 250
~Enfant, Peter Charles, 251
Lengel, Edward G., 237
Lennie, Frances S., 236
Lerner, Gerda, IS
The Letters of George Santayana (ed.
Holzberger), 1l0, 111, 112
Letters of the Delegates to Congress (Smith),
173, 205, 211
Levinson, Salmon 0., 103
Lewis, Betty Washington, 35
Liberator, 17, 19
Liberty Bell, 27
Liberty Fund Conferences, 2S1
Library of CongTess, 33, 34, 21R
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Library of Living Philosophers, lOX
Lift and Letters of Charles Darwin (F.
Darwin),135
Life Service Award, 247
Lincoln, Abraham, 32, 63, 64, 70, 72
Lincoln, Benjamin, 215
Lincoln on Lincoln (ed. Zall), 31, 32, 35
Link, Arthur, 205, 206, 248
Link, Frederick M., "Susan]. Rosowski,"
247-48
"Literacy, Mediacy, and Technological
Determinism" (Hickman), 98
Locke,John, 109
Logan, Stephen T., 63
The Lorax (Dr. Seuss), 202
Luey, Beth, "Service with a Smile," 202
Lyman H. Butterfield Award, 250

Madison, Dolley Payne, 215, 216
Madison,James, 51,206, 207, 212, 213, 215,
216, 217, 218, 219
Maier, Pauline, "How the History of the
American Revolution Has Changed,"
199-200
Malone, Dumas, 205
Marcantonio, Vito, 86
Margaret Sanger Papers, 4

Margaret Sanger Papers Microfilm Edition
"Dream Journal," 195, 197
her letter(s), 195, 197
Maritime Commission on the Employment
of Aliens, 85
Marshall, George, 238
Marshall, John, 206
Martin,Jay,93
Martin, William Charles Linnaeus, 143, 144
Mattern, David B.
Benjamin Lincoln, biography on, 215,
216
A Unique Perspective: Documentary Editors
and Biography, 215-20
mentioned, 207, 237
McCaughey, Bob, 215
McClintock, Elizabeth, 22
McClinton, Rowena, 232
McCullough, David, 200, 218
McElrath, Joseph,Jr., 235
Mersman,Joseph,9-13
Metaphysics as Morals: The Controversy between
John Dewey and George Santayana
(Rubin), 108
Middle English, 236

Missouri Historical Society, 9
Mitchell, Clarence,Jr., 75, 207
Modern Language Association (MLA)
Committee on Scholarly Editions, 5
mentioned, 201
Monaghan, Frank, 51
Monroe, James, 212
Moore, Daniel, 16X
Moravian Female Academy (North
Carolina), 233
More Letters of Charles Darwin (F. Darwin),
135
Morgan, Edmund 218
Morris, Richard, 51, 53, 54
Moses, Robert, 219
"'The Most Important Work': Reflections
on Twenty Years of Change in
Documentary Editing" (Stevens), 199
Mott, Abigail, 23, 24, 25-26
Mott, Lydia, 23, 24, 25-26
Moulton, Gary E., 237
Mount Vernon, 31,212,251
Milller, Fritz, 140
Munro, Eve Jay, 55
My Bondage and My Freedom (Douglass),
15-17

Naftali, Timothy, 233

Narrative of the Lift ofFrederick Douglass,
A Slave (Douglass), 15, 27
National Anti-Slavery Standard, 19
National Coalition for History, 202
National Endowment for the Humanities
(NEH), 1, 53, 54, 199, 200, 247, 247
National Historical Publications and
Records Commission (NHPRC), 56,
58, 198, 247
National History Coalition, 247
National History Day, 231
National Humanities Alliance, 202, 247
"National Origin, Alienage, and Loyalty"
(Watson), 75-90
Native American materials, 232
NEH. See National Endowment for the
Humanities
Newberry Library (Chicago), 233
Newlin, Keith, 235
New School for Social Research, 103
NHPRC. See National Historical
Publications and Records Commission
Nixon, Richard, 235
Nobel Prize, 14X
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North, Frederick, 173
North Star, 17, 19, 21, 2(i, 211-29
Norton,john, "How Einstein Found His Field
Equations, 1912-1915," 153
Nuxoll, Elizabeth, 2:B

Oberg-, Barbara Bowen
"Deciding Alone," 249
mentioned, 2411-50
Old English, 236
Organization of American Historians
(OAH) 197,201
"Organization, Outreach, and Optimism:
Getting a Project Up to Full Speed"
(Culkin), 1-7
"The Origin of Gravitational Lensing: A
Postscript to Einstein's 1936 Science
Paper" (ed. Renn et al.), 152
Otto, Max, 103, 112

Paine, Thomas, 207, 209-10, 212
Papadopoulus, Randy, 233
Papers of Albert Gallatin, 250
The Papers ofBenjamin Franklin, 33, 250
Papers of Elizabeth Cady Stanton and
Susan B. Anthony, 6

The Papers of George Washington, 200
The Papers of George Washington (project),
216,2311

The Papers of George Washington: Conftderation
Series, 35
The Papers of George Washington: Presidential
Series (ed. Twohig), 213
The Papers of George Washington: Revolutionary
War Series, 36
The Papers ofHenry Laurens, Volume 16:
September 1, 1782-December 17, 1792
(reviewed by Dorothy Twohig),
167-74
The Papers of james Madison, 216, 217,
220
The Papers ofJames Madison (ed. Hutchinson
and Rachal), 213
The Papers of john jay, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56,
511
The Papers of Philip Mazzei, 250
The Papers of Robert Morris, 215
The Papers of Thomas Jefferson, 2411, 249, 250
The Papers of Ulysses S. Grant, 2311
Parliament, 173
PASTMASTERS,94
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"A Patient's Point of View:
Nineteenth-Century Syphilis
Treatment" (Fisher), 9
Patrick, Christine S., 232
Patterson, Ellis D., 90
Payne,John Howard, 233
Peale, Charles Willson. 212
Pease, Elizabeth, 22
Pearl Harbor, 79, 80
Pearn, Alison M.
"The Darwin Correspondence Project:
Evolution of an Electronic Resource,"
136
"Editing Textual and Extra-Textual
Materials in Charles Darwin's
Correspondence," 135-44
Peirce, Charles Sanders, 236
Peirce Edition Project, 241
Pentagon, 234
Perdue, Susan H., 236
Peters, Richard, 214
Peterson, Merrill, 207

The Philosophy ofjohn Dewey, lOll
Plains Humanities Alliance, 247
Planck, Max, 152
Porter, Duncan M.
"The Darwin Correspondence Project,"
135
"Editing Textual and Extra-Textual
Materials in Charles Darwin's
Correspondence," 135-44
Porter, Susan Farley, 21
Post, Amy, Ill, 19, 21, 27, 28
Post, Isaac, 29
Prichard, Edward F., 112
Princeton University, 146, 249
Princeton University Press, 145
Privacy Act, 234
Project Muse, 244
Proust, Marcel, Remembrance of Things Past,
203
Prussian Academy of Science, 148
Public Law No. 671, 76, 79, 83, 87

Quarry Books, 243

Rabinowitch,Janet, "The Future of
University Presses," 233, 241-45
Ramsay, David, 170
Ratification of the Constitution project, 25 I
Ratner, joseph, 103, 112
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Realm ofMind (Woodbridge), 112
"Recent Editions," 37-43, 121-127,
ltil-173,221-230
"Reluctant Revolutionary: The Papers of
Henry Laurens" (review), Hi7-74
Remembrance of Things Past (Proust), 203
Revolutionary War. See American
Revolution
FUchardson, Anna, 17
Robinson, Matthew, 170
Rochester Anti-Slavery Fair (lX50), Hi, 21,
2X
Rogers, George C.,Jr., 169, 172
Roosevelt, Franklin Delano, 75, 77, 79, Xl,
X2, X4, X6, X9, 235
Rose (Garland), 236
Rose, John, 170
Rosowski, Susan]., 247-4X
Ross, Malcolm, ~)O
Royce, Josiah, 107
Rubin, FUchard Marc, Metaphysics as
Morals: The Controversy Betweenjohn
Dewey and George Santayana, lOX
"Rules of Civility" (Wa~hington), 34
Rutland, Bob, 206,207

Santayana, George
"Dewey's Naturalistic Metaphysics," lOX
The Letters of George Santayana, 110, Ill,
112

Three Philosophical Poets: Lucretius, Dante,
and Goethe, 109
The Sense ofBeauty, lOX
mentioned, 101, 107, 109, 110, 111, 112,
113
Sauer, Tilman
"The Challenge of Editing Einstein's
Scientific Manuscripts" 145-65
"Einstein's Unified Field Theory
Program," 161
Schneider, Herbert, lOX, 109, 112
"Scholarly Editions and the National
Endowment for the Humanities"
(Cole),199
Schwadron Collection, 147
Secretary of War, X4

Selected Writings of William Dean Howells,
241

The Sense of Beauty (Santayana), lOX
"Service with a Smile" (Luey), 202
Shaw, Bernard, 195
Shelden, Mary Lamb, 231

Sheridan, Thomas E., 232
Shishkin, Boris, X7, XX, X9
Short, William, 206
Shulman, Holly, 216, 219
Simon,John Y., 237, 24X
Sirvet, Ene, 53
Sklar, Kathryn Kish, "Teaching Students to
Become Producers of New Historical
Knowledge on the Web," 200
Smith, Howard W., 77
Smith, Paul, 173, 174, 211
Smith, Sydney, 135
Smith Act of 1940, 77
Smith Committee. See Special Committee
to Investigate Executive Agencies
SOCiety for 1extual Scholarship, 249
Society of Historians of the Early American
Republic, 249
Solvay Congress, 152
South Carolina Committee of Safety, 169
South Carolina Commons House of
Assembly, 167, 16X
South Carolina Historical Society, 167
South Carolina Provincial Congress, 161l
South Carolina RatifYing Convention, 172
Special Committee to Investigate Executive
Agencies (Smith Committee), 90
Special Theory of Relativity (Einstein), 14X
Springer (publisher), 245
Stachel,John, 153
Stanton, Elizabeth Cady, 6
St. Catharine's College, 135
Stein, Leo, 104, 112
Stevens, Michael, "'The Most Important
Work': Reflections on Twenty Years of
Change in Documentary Editing," 199
Stowe, Harriet Beecher, IX, 19, 20
Strong, Charles Augustus, 111
Stuart,John T., 63
Studies in Logical Theory (Dewey), 105
"Susan]. Rosowski" (Link), 247-4X
Syrett, Harold, 24X

Talmud,195
Tanselle, Thomas G., 173
Taylor, Clare, 15
Teaching and Learning Technologies Lab
(Indiana University), 244
"Teaching Students to Become Producers of
New Historical Knowledge on the
Web" (Sklar), 200
The Thessallan Romance (Peirce), 236
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Thomas,joseph M., 5

Three Philosophical Poets: Lucretius, Dante, and
Goethe (Santayana), IOU
TIME (magazine), HH
Tower of London, 16~)
Transforming Experience:John Dewey's Cultural
Instrumentalism (Eldridge), 102
Trotsky Commission, 103
Truman, Harry S., 167,235
"'A Tub to the Whale': The Founding
Fathers and the Adoption of the Bill of
Rights" (Bowling), 251
Twohig, Dorothy, "Reluctant
Revolutionary: The Papers of Henry
Laurens" (review), 167-74

Uncle Ibm's Cabin (Stowe), 19
"A Unique Perspective: Documentary
Editors and Biography" (Mattern),
215-20
United States, 212, 213, 233
United States Capitol Annual conferences,
245
United States Civil Service Commission,
H5
United States Congress, 77, H9, 209, 211
United States Department of justice, 76
United States Employment Service (USES),
H3
United States Navy, 212, 23H
United States Navy Department, H2, 86
United States Senate, 213
United States War Department, HO, H2,
H5,il6,23H
University of Cambridge, 135
University of Chicago, 102
University of Chicago Press, 244
UniverSity of Illinois at Springfield, 73
UniverSity of North Carolina Press, I
UniverSity of South Carolina Press, 167
"University of the Air" (radio program),
207
University of Vermont, 99
University of Wisconsin, 102, 103
UniverSity of Zurich, ISO, 152
UniverSity Press of Kentucky, 32, 35, 36
USES. See United States Employment
Service

Practice ojAbraham Lincoln: Complete
Documentary Edition (Benner), 59-74
Veit, Helen, 206

Walsh, Benjamin Dann, 14()
War Production Board, il2
War Relocation AuthOrity, H5
War Relocation Centers, H5
Washington, Booker T., 206
Washington, George
and Continental Army, :-3S
"Rules of Civility," 34
mentioned :-31, 33, 167, 16il, 171,205,
207, 212, 213, 21il, 23H, 251
Washington, Martha, 34
Washington, John Augustine, 35

Washington History, 251
Washington on Washington (ed. Zall), 31, 33,
34,35,36
Watson, Denton L.
"National Origin, Alienage, and
Loyalty," 7S-UO
mentioned, 207
Watson,john, 170
Webb, Richard, 27
Weinberger, E., "Digital Object
Preservation and the Darwin
Correspondence Project: Preserving
the Ability to Edit and Publish," 136
Western Anti-Slavery Society, 2H
White House, 235
Willa Cather Scholarly Edition, 247
Williams, Kenneth, 231
Wilson, Woodrow, 205, 206
Winkler, Karen, "A Historian's Sweeping
Projects Seek to Change our
Understanding of Slavery," 199
Woodbridge, F. J. E.
Realm ojMind, 112
mentioned, 111, 112
World Antislavery Conference, 22
World War II, 75, 23H
Writings oj Charles S. Peirce, 241
The Writings oJHenry D. Thoreau, 232
Wythe, (}eorge, 211

Yahuda Collection, 147
Yellin,jean Fagan, 1-7, 15

Valley Forge, 23H
A "Value-Added" Resource: The Law
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Zall, Paul M.

Adams on Adams, 31, 33
and "Autobiography by Proxy; Or,
Pastiche as Prologue," 31-30
Franklin on Franklln, 31, 32, 33
George Washington Laughing, 3·!
Jefferson onJefferson, 31, 33
Lincoln on Lincoln, 31, 32, 35
Washington on Washington, 31, 33, 34, :i5,
30
Zurich Notebook, 153, 154, 155, 150, 15H,
104
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ADE Committees 2004-2005
OFFICERS

President: Dennis Conrad; President Elect: Roger A. Bruns;
Secretary: Anne Decker Cecere; Treasurer: John A. Lupton;
Director of Publications: Larry Hickman; Councillors-at-Large:
Ronald A. Bosco; Kenneth M. Price; Michael E. Stevens
COMMITTEES

Constitution and Bylaws Committee: Ronald A. Bosco, chair;
Beth Luey; Mary-Jo Kline
Sub-Committee on Reorganization: Ann D. Gordon, chair
Julian P. Boyd Award: John Kaminski, chair; Ann D. Gordon;
Helen R. Deese; Carol DeBoer-Langworthy; Leslie S. Rowland
Jo Ann Boydston Prize: Marta Werner, chair; Robert Hudspeth;
Peter Shillingsburg
Lyman H. Butterfield Award: C. James Taylor, chair; Kenneth R.
Bowling; Richard Leffler; Elaine W. Pascu
Education and Information: Beth Luey, chair; Melissa Bingmann;
Kenneth R. Bowling; Ellen R. Cohn; William C. diGiacomantonio;
Linda A. Fisher; Barry Pateman; Sharon Ritenour Stevens
Electronic Editions: Cathy Moran Hajo, chair; Christopher
Alhambra; David R. Chesnutt; Elizabeth H. Dow; Larry Hickman;
Christine Hughes; Paul B. Israel; Albert C. Lewis; Caleb Maskell;
Daniel W. Stowell
Sub-Committee on Standards: Mary-Jo Kline, chair;
Ronald A. Bosco
Federal Policy: Charlene Bickford, chair; Philander D. Chase;
Theresa M. Collins; Ann D. Gordon; Larry Hickman; Stanley N.
Katz (ex officio); Barbara Oberg; Linda Crocker Simmons; Leslie S.
Rowland; Charles T. Cullen, ex officio
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Finance: John A. Lupton, chair; William M. Ferraro; Gary E.
Moulton
Fundraising: Roger A. Bruns, chair; Allida Black
Local Arrangements: Catherine Kunce, chair; Dale Connelly;
Timothy Connelly; Kate Culkin; Carol DeBoer-Langworthy; Carol
Faulkner; Frank E. Grizzard; David Hoth; Donna Kelly; Gary E.
Moulton; Martin Tuohy
Meetings: Mary Hackett, chair; William M. Ferraro; Christine S.
Patrick; Thomas A. Mason
Membership: Kate Culkin, chair; Peter C. Engelman; Elizabeth
Nuxoll; Celeste Walker
Nominating: Helen R. Deese, chair; Kate Culkin; Beth Luey; Leslie
S. Rowland; Loren L. Schweninger
Program: Roger A. Bruns, chair; John Kaminski; Timothy
Connelly; Christopher Alhambra
Publications: Larry Hickman, chair; MaryJo Kline; Catherine
Kunce; Daniel W. Stowell; Kristine W. Frost; Marianne S. Wokeck;
Robert Leitz; Johanna E. Resler
State Policy: Philander D. Chase, chair; Richard Leffler; Thomas A.
Mason; Kenneth H. Williams; Michael E. Stevens, ex officio
Travel Funds: Martha]. King, chair; Anne Decker Cecere; William
C. diGiacomantonio; Peter C. Engelman; Mary Hackett; Catherine
Kunce; Melody Miyamoto; Beverly Wilson Palmer
Web Site: Esther Katz, chair; Kathleen W. Dorman; Frank E.
Grizzard; Carol Faulkner; Cathy Moran Hajo, Webmaster; Sue H.
Perdue; Kenneth H. Williams
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Other Officials: Charles T. Cullen, Association representative to
the National Historical Publications and Records Commission
(NHPRC); Harriet Furst Simon, Association archivist; Cathy Moran
Hajo, Webmaster; Martha]. King, SEDIT-L List Manager
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